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Abstract
Canada’s constitutional framework consists of both written and unwritten sources. Within the
subset of unwritten constitutional sources lies the body of constitutional conventions: rules of
political morality that limit the scope of behaviour that would otherwise be legally permitted.
Conventions are established by precedents and understood by political actors to be binding upon
them. But the orthodox view holds that they are beyond the purview of the legal system and
enforceable exclusively within the political realm.
This thesis proposes measures for more effective regulation of political behaviour for compliance
with constitutional conventions. These proposals are inspired by Prime Minister Stephen
Harper’s announcement in 2014 that he would refrain from advising the Governor General to fill
vacancies in the Senate of Canada. By convention, the Governor General only exercises the legal
power to appoint Senators on the Prime Minister’s advice. Challenging the constitutionality of
the Prime Minister’s conduct therefore implicated constitutional conventions. The author
describes a judicial review application brought for this purpose as an illustrative example of the
impracticality of litigation to enforce constitutional conventions. Drawing on that experience, he
argues that Canadian jurisprudence ought to be renovated to accommodate and accept
conventions as legally cognizable and enforceable rules. He further proposes the creation of an
independent officer of Parliament accountable for monitoring political behaviour for compliance
with constitutional conventions and drawing public attention to situations where conventional
rules are breached.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
“A Canadian citizen who wants to know how her country is governed should be
able to get clear, authoritative answers to these questions without much trouble;
so should a civics teacher in a school classroom or a person preparing for
Canadian citizenship. These are not small technical questions – they are basic to
knowing how Canadian government and democracy work – yet the citizen who
looks for answers to these questions in the written text of Canada’s Constitution
will look in vain.” 1
1.1

CANADA’S CONSTITUTION: WRITTEN AND UNWRITTEN, LEGAL AND NON-LEGAL

COMPONENTS

Canada’s constitutional framework comprises several constituent parts. Some aspects are found
in written sources. Others are “unwritten”, including general principles that may be invoked to
articulate central themes or assumptions. The Constitution of Canada is the “supreme law of
Canada”. It should therefore not be surprising that many of its aspects carry the force of law.
Constitutional conventions, however, are considered to have no legal effect whatsoever. This
means it is possible for government behaviour or action to be unconstitutional without also being
unlawful. The peculiar consequence of this state of affairs is that despite Canadian courts being
bound to the supremacy of the Constitution, legal doctrine precludes them from enforcing
constitutional norms, namely conventions, that are not currently recognized as legal rules.
In this thesis, I propose a more robust framework for enforcing constitutional conventions. In
particular, I consider two mutually compatible potential avenues for enhancing compliance and
accountability. The first option is broadening the scope of judicial review to include all aspects

1

Peter H Russell, “A Project to Reduce Canadians' Constitutional Illiteracy” (2016) 25:3 Const Forum Const 1 at
91.
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of the Constitution rather than merely those aspects classically understood to be part of Canadian
constitutional law. The second alternative is establishing an independent expert regulator to
assess political behaviour against extra-legal constitutional norms and call public attention to
incidents of detected non-compliance.
1.2

PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF A MORE ROBUST ENFORCEMENT FRAMEWORK

A more robust framework for enforcing constitutional norms carries practical significance. The
prospect of political power being exercised in a seemingly unconstitutional yet not illegal
manner is not merely theoretical. This thesis draws its inspiration from the fact pattern I describe
in chapter two: in 2014, Canada’s Prime Minister publicly signaled that he would refrain from
causing appointments to be made to the Senate. As a matter of constitutional law, Canada’s
Governor General must appoint a qualified individual to the Senate to fill each vacancy that
arises. However, by established convention, the Governor General only exercises this legal
power to appoint Senators on the Prime Minister’s advice. The Prime Minister’s refusal to
provide advice on Senate appointments necessarily frustrated the constitutional framework. It
offended principles and assumptions on which the Constitution relies. In this sense, it might
fairly have been described as “unconstitutional”. Yet it was not obviously “illegal”. Most
importantly for the purposes of this thesis, in the absence of an enforceable legal obligation, it
remains unclear whether Canadian courts could play any role in compelling the Prime Minister
to act differently.
As a lawyer, I found the Prime Minister’s unprecedented refusal to fill Senate vacancies deeply
problematic. From a rule of law perspective, I was troubled that the lack of political will to
appoint Senators had the practical effect of tolerating non-compliance with a written requirement
2

of Canada’s supreme law. For reasons explored in greater detail in chapter two, the Prime
Minister’s “moratorium” on Senate appointments enjoyed broad popular support. It was also
apparent, meanwhile, that there was insufficient political support to amend the Constitution so as
to normalize the moratorium. The Prime Minister was, in effect, attempting to do indirectly that
which he could not (legally) do directly.
In the scenario just described, the dichotomy between constitutional law and constitutional
convention presents, for all practical purposes, a distinction without a difference. My project in
response was to test the courts’ role in upholding the Constitution. I applied to the Federal Court
for judicial review of what I characterized as the Prime Minister’s decision not to advise the
Governor General to summon qualified individuals to the Senate. I sought a particular legal
remedy, known as a judicial declaration, stating that the Prime Minister was required to provide
this advice within a reasonable time after a vacancy occurs in the Senate. What followed was a
time-consuming and resource-intensive endeavour to seek a judicial opinion on the legality of
the Prime Minister’s moratorium. Some 18 months after it was initially filed, the Federal Court
dismissed the application as being “moot”. By that time, an intervening federal election had
resulted in a change of government. The new Prime Minister did not continue his predecessor’s
moratorium. Indeed, he initiated a novel process for identifying candidates for appointment to
the Senate. In the circumstances, reasoned the Federal Court, there was no pressing issue left to
be resolved.

3

Courts appropriately avoid “legislat[i]ng” on academic legal questions”. 2 This thesis examines
the core question unaddressed by the Federal Court: if a government or political actor is alleged
to breach a constitutional norm that falls short of violating constitutional law, what if any legal
remedy exists to cure the breach? I go further by arguing that the law ought to recognize certain
constitutional conventions as being sufficiently “legal” in nature to justify judicial scrutiny.
1.3

OUTLINE OF THESIS

I begin in chapter two by describing the specific fact scenario that inspired my search for a more
robust enforcement mechanism for constitutional conventions. Here I review the factual
background behind Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s moratorium on Senate appointment and the
attempt to challenge its constitutionality through litigation. I identify the obstacles that needed to
be overcome in order to resolve the constitutional issue before the courts. I conclude that the case
demonstrates that public law litigation is a flawed and undesirable mechanism for resolving
controversies involving constitutional convention.
I respond to the flaws revealed in the existing litigation process in two ways.
First, I argue in chapter three that Canadian law should be reformed to reflect constitutional
conventions having legal content, force and effect. I describe conventions as being part of a
system of common law features that has evolved over time to accommodate previously nonjusticiable concepts. Courts have changed their attitudes and practices toward concepts like
principles of equity, exercises of prerogative power, and “unwritten” constitutional principles to
the point where all of these may now be used to ground legal arguments and justifications for

2

Alani v Canada, 2016 FC 1139 at para 20 [Alani JR].
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judicial control. The same, I argue, should now inform the courts’ modern understanding and
treatment of constitutional conventions.
Second, I present in chapter four a non-mutually exclusive alternative for enforcing
constitutional conventions. Here I propose the creation of an independent officer of Parliament
with expertise in the analysis and application of constitutional conventions. I suggest core
features of this officer’s proposed mandate and the regulatory model that would enhance
accountability for compliance with conventions.
Finally, in chapter five, I conclude by returning to the scenario described in chapter two by
speculating as to how the constitutional controversy surrounding Mr. Harper’s refusal to appoint
Senators might have been resolved differently under each of the alternative models described
throughout the thesis.

5

Chapter 2: Senate Vacancies: a case study on enforcing constitutional
conventions
2.1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, I describe an attempt to use litigation as a tool for holding political actors
accountable for alleged breaches of constitutional conventions. In Alani v. Canada (Prime
Minister), the Federal Court was asked to review an alleged decision in 2014 by Prime Minister
Stephen Harper not to advise the Governor General to fill vacancies in Canada’s Senate. 3 The
“Senate vacancies” case was never decided on its merits. The 2015 general election resulted in a
change in government and Prime Minister. The case was argued in 2016 based on the evidentiary
record that had been developed before the election. However, the Federal Court declined to
decide the merits of the case because the intervening change in government policy concerning
Senate appointments made the litigation “moot”.
2.1.1

Relevance as a case study for enforcing conventions through litigation

Both despite and because of the case’s unsuccessful outcome, it is a useful illustration of the
advantages and disadvantages of relying on litigation to resolve controversies involving
constitutional conventions. The procedural objections raised by the Government of Canada in
response to the litigation demonstrate challenges that litigants must overcome. Delays within the
litigation process itself present a further difficulty. Nor is litigation a cost-free exercise: the
Federal Court ordered the unsuccessful applicant to pay the government’s costs of defending a
judicial review application that became moot by the time it was heard. Yet the litigation itself

3

Ibid.
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generated publicity and academic commentary. In so doing, the litigation arguably raised public
awareness of a constitutional issue and enhanced political accountability. For this reason, it
makes for a worthwhile case study in how to – and how not to – use litigation as a tool for
enforcing constitutional conventions.
2.1.2

Chapter outline

I begin by setting out in section 2.2 the factual background to the litigation. Next, I describe in
section 2.3 the apparent lack of timely and effective non-legal remedies for curing the alleged
constitutional breach. I then identify in section 2.4 various procedural hurdles that would have
had to been overcome in order to obtain the requested judicial remedy. In section 2.5 I
summarize key advantages and disadvantages of relying on litigation to resolve controversies
involving litigation, concluding that it is a suboptimal method of regulating compliance.
2.2

FACTUAL BACKGROUND TO THE LITIGATION

In this section, I describe the factual background to the Senate vacancies case. I begin in section
2.2.1 by summarizing the Senate’s role in Canada’s system of government. Then, in section 2.2.2
I describe the historical and political context in which Prime Minister Stephen Harper
deliberately delayed filling Senate vacancies.

7

2.2.1

Canada’s Senate

To put the Senate vacancies case in context, it is helpful to situate the Senate itself within the
Canadian system of government. 4 Canada’s Parliament is bicameral. It consists of the House of
Commons and the Senate. The House of Commons comprises members elected to represent
geographically based constituencies based roughly on population. Members of the House of
Commons (or “Members of Parliament”) must face re-election at least once every five years. The
Senate, in contrast, is an appointed body comprised of 105 members, each representing a specific
province or territory in which they reside and own property. Unlike Members of Parliament,
Senators enjoy security of tenure. Short of resignation or disqualification, they retain their seats
until age 75.
Senators are formally “summoned” by the Governor General. By convention, the Governor
General only exercises this formal legal power on the advice of the Prime Minister. In practice,
therefore, it is the Prime Minister alone who decides who is appointed to the Senate.
2.2.2

Prime Minister Harper’s refusal to appoint Senators

On December 4, 2014, the Right Honourable Stephen Harper, then Prime Minister of Canada,
was asked by a reporter when he intended to fill empty Senate seats. At the time, there were 16
vacancies. Mr. Harper had not recommended any Senate appointments since March 25, 2013.
His response indicated that he was in no rush to fill the vacancies:
“I don’t think I’m getting a lot of calls from Canadians to name more senators
right about now. […] We will be looking at this issue, but for our government the

4

See, e.g., Peter W Hogg, Constitutional Law of Canada, 5th ed (Toronto: Carswell, 2007), (loose-leaf updated
2015, release 1) at §9.5.
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real goal is to ensure the passage of our legislation by the Senate and thus far, the
Senate has been perfectly capable of fulfilling that duty.” 5
Mr. Harper’s ambivalence to fill Senate vacancies has been explained by two key factors: 6 the
unpopularity of the Senate and some of its members in light of recent and ongoing political
scandals, and the failure by Mr. Harper to implement a program of reforms to the Senate he had
been pursuing for much of his political career.
First, at the time of Mr. Harper’s statement, the Senate had been the source of significant
political embarrassment within Canada generally and to the Prime Minister and his political
party in particular. Beginning in November 2012, the legitimacy of living and travel expense
claims of certain Senators came under scrutiny and led to an investigation by an external auditing
firm and subsequently by law enforcement. This eventually led to criminal charges being laid
against three Senators. In November 2013, the Senate voted to suspend three Senators implicated
in the expenses scandal – Mike Duffy, Pamela Wallin, and Patrick Brazeau. All three had been
appointed to the Senate on Mr. Harper’s advice. 7 When Mr. Harper said he “wasn’t receiving a
lot of calls” to appoint more Senators, it was at a time when Mr. Duffy’s criminal trial was
regularly generating national headlines with media reports focusing on partisan campaigning and
fundraising work being undertaken at public expense.

5

Joanna Smith, “Stephen Harper in no rush to fill Senate vacancies”, Toronto Star (December 4, 2014)
<https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2014/12/04/stephen_harper_in_no_rush_to_fill_senate_vacancies.html>
accessed 6 December 2016.
6
See, e.g., Aaron Wherry, “After appointing 56 senators, Stephen Harper is done”, Maclean’s (24 July 2015)
<http://www.macleans.ca/politics/after-appointing-56-unelected-senators-stephen-harper-decides-hes-done/>
accessed 23 April 2017.
7
Ibid.
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Second, Mr. Harper’s reluctance to make Senate appointments is informed by his longstanding
political campaign – and failure -- to achieve Senate reform. Specifically, Mr. Harper had
previously pledged to implement Senate reforms that included imposing term limits for Senators
and establishing a framework for consultative elections within each province and territory. 8 In
February 2013, amid controversy that Mr. Harper’s proposed package of Senate reforms could
not be implemented by Parliament acting alone (i.e., without the consent of some or all of the
provinces), the Governor in Council referred a series of questions to the Supreme Court of
Canada regarding the amending procedures required to implement the aforesaid Senate reforms
(as well as the repeal of property ownership qualifications for Senators). The Supreme Court was
also asked what amending formula applied to the abolition of the Senate.
On April 24, 2014, the Supreme Court of Canada releases reasons for judgment in the Senate
Reform Reference. The Court unanimously rejected arguments advanced on behalf of the federal
government that Parliament, acting unilaterally under section 44 of the Constitution Act, 1982, 9
could change the duration or senatorial terms or implement consultative elections. 10 Instead, each
of these reforms would require the approval of Parliament plus seven provinces having at least
50% of the national population. The Court also concluded that the abolition of the Senate would
require unanimous consent of the provinces.
Soon after the Supreme Court of Canada released its judgment, Mr. Harper expressed
disappointment with the decision:

8

Canada, Parliament, Senate, Special Committee on Senate Reform, Minutes of Proceedings, 39th Parl, 1st Sess, No
2 (7 September 2006).
9
Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), c 11.
10
Reference re Senate Reform, [2014] 1 SCR 704, 2014 SCC 32 at para 50 [Senate Reform Reference].
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“Given the Supreme Court has said we’re essentially stuck with the status quo for
the time being, and that significant reform and abolition are off the table, I think
it’s a decision that I’m disappointed with [and] that a vast majority of Canadians
will be very disappointed with.” 11
In summary, Mr. Harper’s refusal to appoint Senators can be explained by political factors. The
Senate itself was deeply unpopular among many Canadians. Some would have preferred it be
significantly reformed or abolished altogether. 12 Yet Mr. Harper lacked the legal authority and
the broad consensus among the provinces needed for any significant reforms. Withholding
advice to the Governor General needed to fill the increasing number of vacancies was a
politically expedient way to distance Mr. Harper from the unpopular Senate, albeit a strategy of
questionable constitutional propriety.
2.3

A CONSTITUTIONAL DEFECT IN SEARCH OF A REMEDY

If Mr. Harper’s moratorium on Senate appointments was constitutionally improper, it is not clear
what political or legal remedy was available to address the situation. There was no obvious and
meaningful short-term political cost to his approach, which did not attract strong criticism from
his political adversaries.
Indeed, the Leader of the Opposition at the time, Thomas Mulcair, had himself previously
advocated for a moratorium on Senate appointments as an indirect means of abolishing the

11

Jordan Press & Mark Kennedy, “‘Significant reform and abolition are off the table’: Stephen Harper
‘disappointed’ by Supreme Court Senate reform decision”, National Post (25 April 2014)
<http://news.nationalpost.com/news/canada/canadian-politics/harper-not-allowed-to-reform-or-abolish-senatewithout-approval-from-provinces-supreme-court-rules> accessed 6 December 2016.
12
See, e.g., Mark Kennedy, “Most Canadians want Senate reformed, not abolished: poll”, National Post (30
December 2015) <http://news.nationalpost.com/news/canada/canadian-politics/most-canadians-want-senatereformed-not-abolished-poll> accessed 23 April 2017.
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Senate through attrition. 13 Justin Trudeau, as leader of the Liberal Party of Canada with
approximately 35 of 308 seats in the House of Commons, 14 focused his criticism of Mr. Harper’s
moratorium to the allegation that he could not be trusted to keep his promise not to appoint any
more Senators. 15 Only Elizabeth May, as leader of the Green Party of Canada with only two
seats in the House of Commons, 16 openly questioned the legality of Mr. Harper’s moratorium. 17
In short, as Mr. Harper himself later explained, “[t]he vacancies [would] continue to rise and
other than some voices to the Senate and some people wanting to be appointed to the Senate
nobody [was] going to complain.” 18
The political party he led, the Conservative Party of Canada, held a comfortable majority of
occupied seats in the Senate. There was therefore no apparent risk of being unable to control the
Senate’s legislative agenda. The only apparent long-term risk of withholding appointments was
that Mr. Harper might be giving a political opponent the opportunity to secure a majority in the

13

“MULCAIR: Well I want to get rid of unelected, unaccountable Senators, you're right. That's been a longstanding
position of our party. For once I agreed with Mr. Harper because he chose to imitate my suggestion that we allow it
to simply wither on the vine. He's not – he said he wouldn't name any more Senators and there are 20someodd who
haven't been named. And precisely that. I mean I'm not going to name Senators. The NDP is not going to name
Senators. We can't go against that fundamental belief.”: CBC News, “Full text of Peter Mansbridge’s interview with
Tom Mulcair”, (9 September 2015) <http://www.cbc.ca/m/touch/politics/story/1.3221262> accessed 23 April 2017.
14
Canada, Library of Parliament, “Party Standings (1867 to date) in the House of Commons”,
<http://www.lop.parl.gc.ca/ParlInfo/lists/PartyStandingsHistoric.aspx?Section=03d93c58-f843-49b3-965384275c23f3fb> accessed 23 April 2017.
15
Laura Payton, “Stephen Harper vows not to name any senators before reforms made”, CBC News (24 July 2015)
<http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/stephen-harper-vows-not-to-name-any-senators-before-reforms-made-1.3167112>
accessed 23 April 2017.
16
Library of Parliament, supra note 14.
17
Elizabeth May and Deborah Coyne, “Harmonizing Canadian Governance, With or Without a Reformed Senate”,
Green Party of Canada (27 July 2015) <https://www.greenparty.ca/en/blog/2015-07-28/harmonizing-canadiangovernance-or-without-reformed-senate> accessed 23 April 2017.
18
Mia Robson, “No new Senate appointments: Harper”, Winnipeg Free Press (24 July 2015)
<http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/special/federal-election/No-new-Senate-appointments-Harper318469901.html> accessed 18 March 2017.
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Senate sooner than otherwise if the Conservative Party did not return to form government. 19
Weighed against the political cost of being seen to “further entrench” the unpopular Senate while
still Prime Minister, however, Mr. Harper presumably did not find that risk particularly
compelling.
2.4

PROCEDURAL OBSTACLES TO OBTAINING JUDICIAL RESOLUTION

In Alani v. Canada, the government raised four procedural objections, any of which would have
been sufficient to dismiss the application for judicial review. Specifically, the government argued
that: (i) the individual applicant lacked “standing” to raise the challenge; (ii) the subject matter of
the application was non-justiciable; (iii) the Federal Court lacked jurisdiction over the Prime
Minister’s advice-giving role concerning Senate appointments. Further, the government raised
mootness as an additional bar to deciding the case since the moratorium on Senate appointments
had ended with the change of government.
A detailed review of the arguments for and against the procedural objections described above is
beyond the scope of this chapter. Instead, I highlight considerations presented by some of these
objections. They illustrate some of the challenges an applicant must overcome in order to bring a
constitutional challenge based on conventions before the courts.

19

Campbell Clark, “Stephen Harper’s game of Senate appointment make-believe will end”, The Globe and Mail
(21 May 2015) <http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/stephen-harpers-game-of-senate-appointmentmake-believe-will-end/article24559164/> accessed 31 March 2017.
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2.4.1.1

Justiciability

The government objected that the timing of the Prime Minister’s advice on filling Senate
vacancies was non-justiciable, particularly because it involved a constitutional convention.
Justiciability, sometimes referenced as the “political questions objection”, relates to “the
appropriateness and ability of a court to deal with an issue before it”. As Stratas J.A. observed in
Hupacasath First Nation v. Canada, “[s]ome questions are so political that courts are incapable
or unsuited to deal with them, or should not deal with them in light of the time-honoured
demarcation of powers between the courts and the other branches of government.” 20 Some
issues, such as the factors underlying a decision to sign a treaty, for example, have been
recognized as being “beyond the courts’ ken or capability to assess, and any assessment of them
would take courts beyond their proper role within the separation of powers.” 21
It remains an open question as to whether all controversies involving constitutional conventions
are inherently non-justiciable. Scholars including Lorne Sossin argue that the non-enforceability
of conventions by the courts must be distinguished from their non-justiciability. 22 The
government’s objection on this ground was never resolved in the Senate vacancies case. The
courts’ proper role in adjudicating controversies involving constitutional conventions is a topic I

20

2015 FCA 45 at para 62 [Hupacasath].
Ibid at para 68.
22
Lorne M Sossin, Boundaries of Judicial Review: The Law of Justiciability in Canada, 2nd ed, (Toronto: Carswell,
2012) at 11-12: “Occasionally, a court will refer to a matter as non-justiciable in the sense that a court will not or
cannot enforce a remedy. These are related concepts but it is important to distinguish between a non-justiciable
matter and a matter unenforceable by the courts. The classic illustration of this distinction in Canadian law is the
constitutional convention. Constitutional conventions are unwritten rules which governments are obliged to follow.
However, if these conventions are not followed, a court cannot enforce them. The violation of a convention, in other
words, gives rise to political, not legal sanctions. Conventions are thus justiciable in the sense that a court could
interpret the scope of a convention and declare whether a convention has been breached by government
action. They are unenforceable, however, in the sense that a court cannot compel a government to act in accordance
with a convention.” (Footnotes omitted; emphasis added.)
21
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discuss in detail in chapter three. In any event, until courts conclusively resolve whether
conventions are justiciable, any litigant challenging compliance with constitutional conventions
in the courts will likely be expected to address similar objections in order to succeed in obtaining
a judicial remedy.
2.4.1.2

Standing

In order to obtain a remedy from the courts, a litigant must establish standing. The overall
function of a standing requirement is to ration the limited public resources devoted to the
administration of justice, 23 but a “genuine interest” requirement also serves to identify
individuals and groups who are likely to have something of value to the contribute to the judicial
decision-making process. 24
In the Senate vacancies case, the government objected that the applicant lacked standing to
mount a legal challenge absent a personal or propriety interest in the outcome of the litigation, or
the victim of alleged infringement of a Charter right. As with the justiciability objection, the
Federal Court did not decide whether the applicant had standing. Standing will be a recurring
hurdle for litigants to overcome where litigation is used to challenge compliance with
constitutional conventions. Where standing is raised as a procedural bar to obtaining a legal
remedy, it essentially requires a plaintiff or applicant to prove a sufficient interest in the case to
be granted an audience. As Mary Liston observes, “[s]tanding is therefore an end in itself as a
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form of legal status…”. 25 A “mere” interest by a concerned citizen in the proper and lawful
functioning of government may not necessarily be sufficient to establish standing. As a practical
matter, the threat of litigation failing for lack of standing may mean that litigation intended to
adjudicate controversies involving constitutional conventions will be limited to those brought on
behalf of established public interest advocacy groups or recognized experts in a relevant field.
2.4.1.3

Declaratory relief

In the Senate vacancies case, the applicant did not seek a mandatory order that the Prime
Minister be compelled to recommend the appointment of Senators to the Governor General.
Instead, the applicant requested a “declaration” that the Prime Minister must provide advice
“within a reasonable time”. Strictly speaking, declarations do not directly compel action. Rather,
a declaratory judgment is a formal statement by the court upon the existence or non-existence of
a legal state of affairs. 26 Although declarations are not in themselves enforceable, the absence of
coercive relief is rarely a problem when the subject is a government or a public body that can
normally be relied upon to obey the declaratory judgment. 27 As a practical matter, issuing a
declaration regarding the scope of the Prime Minister’s obligations in respect of Senate
appointments would achieve legal recognition of his duties in light of a constitutional
convention.
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The government argued this would undermine the essential legal unenforceability of
conventions. The appropriateness of declaratory relief in the context of a constitutional
convention remains unresolved by the courts. As such, any litigant relying on the courts to assess
political behaviour for compliance with constitutional conventions faces the additional hurdle of
needing to persuade the court that this legal remedy is available as a regulatory tool.
2.5

LITIGATION AS A VEHICLE FOR MEDIATING CONVENTION-BASED CLAIMS

In this section, I provide some concluding observations on the example provided by the Senate
vacancies case as a litigation-based mechanism for resolving claims based on constitutional
conventions. In particular, I will describe advantages and disadvantages of a litigation-centred
strategy.
2.5.1

Advantages of a litigation-centred strategy

Where an individual or group identifies a concern that political actors are behaving contrary to
constitutional convention, the methods for challenging such behaviour are necessarily limited.
Using litigation as a tool for effecting the enforcement of constitutional conventions gives rise to
two clear advantages. Litigation requires the government to respond to claims of noncompliance, and it has the potential to generate public awareness of the alleged non-compliance
through resulting media coverage.
2.5.1.1

Requirement to engage

Unlike the publication of an op-ed piece or scholarly article arguing why political behaviour is
unconstitutional, public law litigation processes demand some form of response from
government. While an open letter calling for action or accountability on behalf of a distinguished
17

group of academic scholars or other individuals respected for their knowledge and expertise in a
matter might attract an official response from the relevant government actors, invoking the
litigation process ensures some modicum of justification in response. As a means of promoting
accountability, therefore, litigation has an undeniable advantage in that it compels a response.
Depending on the applicable rules of court, there are also typically time limits for responding
that can be enforced as necessary.
Apart from the production of documents akin to document discovery in an action, the procedure
to be followed for a judicial review application in Federal Court also compels a formal
responding record containing the respondent’s written arguments and any supporting affidavit
evidence. In this way, the Senate vacancies litigation required the government to articulate its
legal position in relation to the Prime Minister’s alleged obligation to fill Senate vacancies. The
fact that the litigation compelled the government to commit to any legal position at all attracted
media interest both before and after the change in government following the October 2015
federal election. In this way, the litigation process provided mechanisms for accountability that
extended well beyond the courtroom.
2.5.1.2

Media coverage

Since the filing of the judicial review application on December 8, 2014, the Senate vacancies
case generated media coverage approximately 60 separate instances including print articles,
newspaper and magazine editorials, television and radio media, plus a further 13 known blog
articles including pieces written by legal academics and commentators. During the Maclean’s
National Leaders Debate held during the 2015 federal election campaign, the court case was
specifically referenced by moderator Paul Wells in a question to then Prime Minister Stephen
18

Harper asking whether he had sought constitutional advice on his policy of not appointing
Senators indefinitely. 28 In addition to compelling the government to formally respond to the
challenge that the Prime Minister’s failure to fill Senate vacancies was unconstitutional, the
litigation itself facilitated a broader public debate about the alleged non-compliant behaviour.
It certainly cannot be presumed that all public law litigation, even that alleging constitutional
violations by the Prime Minister, will merit or receive public attention through media coverage.
Where it does, however, litigation and the media can be leveraged alongside each other in
support of a broader campaign to raise awareness about, and potentially enforce, alleged
violations of constitutional conventions.
2.5.2

Disadvantages and barriers to litigating convention-based claims

Litigation will not typically be a practical means of enforcing constitutional conventions.
Litigation requires a significant financial commitment, both to prosecute the case and to
withstand the risk of an adverse costs award if unsuccessful. Where a remedy is required within a
short time frame, litigation may be too slow to provide practical relief.
2.5.2.1

Costs to prosecute case

Litigation is plainly not a cost-free exercise. While any method of enforcement necessarily
involves transaction costs, the financial cost of prosecuting a challenge against alleged violations
of constitutional conventions is potentially significant. Absent a well-resourced claimant or the
availability of legal representation provided on a deeply discounted or pro bono basis, litigation
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will not typically be a practical means of enforcing constitutional conventions. To address this
gap, more robust reliance on interim or advance cost awards or state funding for counsel may be
warranted. The current case law establishing these forms of funding treats their availability as
exceptional. 29
2.5.2.2

Threat of adverse costs awards

In addition to being required to fund one’s own litigation expenses, a public law litigant
challenging breaches of constitutional convention must also account for the risk of being ordered
to pay the government’s costs of defending the case. In the Senate vacancies litigation, the
government sought and obtained an order that the applicant pay its costs of defending the
proceeding. 30 This, too, is a cost that litigants must be prepared to bear if relying on the court
process to adjudicate claims involving constitutional conventions.
2.5.2.3

Time and delay

Litigation is also not ordinarily a speedy exercise. Although the Federal Courts Rules 31
contemplate that a judicial review application will be perfected (i.e., ready for hearing) within
130 days from the time of filing, the Court can order extensions of time. The Senate vacancies
litigation illustrates the potential that the behaviour giving rise to alleged non-compliance with
constitutional convention may “correct itself” or otherwise moot litigation proceedings brought
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to seek a legal remedy. To the extent that the objective of any related litigation is limited to
ending or modifying the political behaviour that inspired it, this practical concern is
inconsequential. However, the possibility that political actors can remove the factual
underpinning necessary for the courts to resolve the issues raised in litigation – while potentially
exposing the parties challenging the political behaviour in question to adverse costs liability –
further underscores the precarious nature of relying on litigation to regulate compliance with
constitutional conventions.
2.6

CONCLUSION

Litigation is an inefficient and ineffective manner of regulating political behaviour for
compliance with constitutional compliance. As the Senate vacancies case illustrates, public law
litigants faces significant challenges particularly where responding governments are not strongly
receptive to having a challenge heard on its merits or in an expeditious manner. As an
enforcement mechanism, litigation relies on individual challengers and public interest groups to
marshal the resources necessary to adequately present the court with the factual record and
arguments necessary to prevail. In the absence of a robust and predictable framework for
subsidizing the costs of litigating conventional issues, and immunizing public interest litigants
from adverse costs liability, litigation’s potential to challenge political behaviour on conventional
grounds rests on citizens’ willingness to absorb the costs and risks of doing so.
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Chapter 3: The treatment of constitutional conventions under Canadian
law
3.1

INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter, I concluded that litigation is currently an ineffective tool for regulating
political behaviour for compliance with constitutional conventions. This ineffectiveness stems, in
part, from the current state of the law that treats conventions as existing outside the legal system
and thus not legally enforceable. Under this current state, conventions are strictly rules of
political morality incapable of enforcement by the courts.
In this chapter, I develop the argument that constitutional conventions ought to be understood
and applied as part of a broader legal framework for Canada’s system of government. I argue
that conventions are part of a system of common law features that has evolved over time to
accommodate previously non-justiciable concepts. In particular, I draw on equity, prerogative
powers, and “unwritten” constitutional principles as examples of concepts that have eventually
been accepted as falling within the purview of Canadian courts. The same, I argue, should now
inform the courts’ modern understanding and treatment of constitutional conventions. I will
further argue that the role of courts and the political branches of government can be respected
and maintained through the principled use of declaratory judgments to “enforce” constitutional
conventions.
I begin by describing in section 3.2 the essential nature of constitutional conventions as non-legal
rules of political morality. Here I describe varying categories of conventions, as well as specific
examples of particular conventions for context. I continue in section 3.3 by arguing that the
common law has evolved in analogous respects by recognizing the justiciability of concepts that,
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like conventions, were previously treated as being beyond the purview of the law. I conclude in
section 3.4 that judicial treatment of conventions ought to be renovated to allow for their
assessment and enforcement in appropriate circumstances.
3.2

THE NATURE OF CONVENTIONS

Conventions are rules of political morality. They are not strictly “bright line” rules, however,
each setting out “a single criterion which has to be satisfied for the rule to apply, expressed as a
quantitative measure”. 32 The content of these rules are nuanced. They permit exceptions. Still,
conventions are rules.
Conventions have been described along other non-legal rules of constitutional behaviour,
including “maxims”, “practices”, “customs”, “usages”, “precepts”, and “conventions”. 33 Edward
A. Freeman famously described conventions as forming part of “a whole system of political
morality, a whole code of precepts for the guidance of public men, which will not be found in
any page of either the statute or the common law, but which are in practice held hardly less
sacred than any principle embodied in the Great Charter or in the Petition of Right.” 34 Geoffrey
Marshall described conventions as “what we might call the positive morality of the Constitution the beliefs that the major participants in the political process as a matter of fact have about what
is required of them.” 35 Freeman accepted that “it would be utterly impossible to define [cases
requiring application of political morality] beforehand in the terms of an Act of Parliament”,
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even though “we practically understand” how a large class of political subjects can be best dealt
with “by tacit understandings, and which can hardly be made the subjects of formal enactments
by Law.” 36
3.2.1

Classification of conventions

Within the category of what scholars generally understand to be “conventions”, there are varying
degrees of “convention-ness”. Conventions vary as to the level of precision and specificity with
which they circumscribe action or behaviour. Albert Venn Dicey remarks that at least some
conventions “are never violated and are universally admitted to be inviolable”, while others
“have nothing but a slight amount of custom in their favour and are of disputable validity.” 37
Because of this, for example, “… no one can define with absolute precision the circumstances
under which a Prime Minister ought to retire from office”, or “fix the exact point at which
resistance of the House of Lords to the will of the House of Commons becomes
unconstitutional”. 38 According to Dicey, these and other applications of constitutional
conventions pertain to matters for which no definite principle can be laid down and for which
“[t]he nature of the proof differs under different circumstances.” 39
Andrew Heard classifies conventions by arguing that five inter-related factors can vary in
combination to provide distinct classes of rules. The first relates to the importance or reason that
lies behind the rule. The second pertains to the level of agreement on the principle behind the
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rule. The third relates to the level of agreement as to the specific terms of the rule. A fourth
tracks how closely the rule’s content embodies the principle behind the rule. The fifth factor is
the degree to which informal rules are supported by existing precedents. 40 From this framework
emerges Heard’s classification of conventions reproduced in Table 1. 41 Underlying the
classification structure, however, is an assessment of the impact non-compliance with a
conventional rule would have on important constitutional principles.
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Table 1- Heard's classification of conventions
Type of rule
True
conventions

Fundamental
conventions

Characteristics

Examples

Broad support for the
rule’s existence.

Governors must not refuse royal
assent or reserve bills on their own
initiative.

Clear terms.
Strict compliance
essential to protect
important constitutional
principles.
Semi-rigid
conventions

Wide support for
existence of rule.
General terms are agreed
to but some details may
vary.

Flexible
conventions

Compliance protects
important constitutional
principles.
Wide support for the rule
in principle.
General acceptance of
occasional breaches.
Complete noncompliance would
undermine important
constitutional principles.

False
conventions

Infra
42
conventions

Vocal minority may
support rule but no
general support for its
existence.
Basic disagreements over
possible terms or
acceptable uses of the
rule.

Politicians must not try to influence
judges on the conduct and outcome of
court cases.
A government must resign if clearly
defeated in a general election.
Individuals appointed to cabinet must
either already hold a seat in the
legislature or obtain one in a relatively
short period of time.
The Prime Minister selects a Governor
General after consulting others.
The Supreme Court of Canada will be
composed on a regional basis.
The Senate should not reject outright
measures approved by the House of
Commons.
The federal cabinet should be
composed of members from each
province.
Federal and provincial governments
should consult with each other before
introducing changes affected areas of
overlapping jurisdiction.
Governors should be able to dismiss a
government because of scandal.
Legislators should not be able to cross
the floor to join another party caucus
without running in a by-election.
Cabinet ministers should resign for the
mistakes of their staff.

No clear impact on
important constitutional
principles seen without
the rule.
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3.2.2

The orthodox law/convention dichotomy

Conventions impose obligations that supplement or even contradict formal laws. This potential
for conflict between law and convention underpins the Supreme Court of Canada’s recognition
as orthodoxy of a rigid dichotomy between laws enforceable by the courts and conventions
enforceable only in the political sphere:
The conventional rules of the constitution present one striking peculiarity. In
contradistinction to the laws of the constitution, they are not enforced by the
courts. One reason for this situation is that, unlike common law rules, conventions
are not judge-made rules. They are not based on judicial precedents but on
precedents established by the institutions of governments themselves. Nor are
they in the nature of statutory commands which it is the function and duty of the
courts to obey and enforce. Furthermore, to enforce them would mean to
administer some formal sanction when they are breached. But the legal system
from which they are distinct does not contemplate formal sanctions for their
breach. 43
In the Patriation Reference, the Supreme Court of Canada majority speculates that conventional
rules “cannot” be enforced by the courts because they are “generally in conflict with the legal
rules which they postulate”. This conflict, the majority observed, “is not of a type which would
entail the commission of any illegality” but rather “results from the fact that legal rules create
wide powers, discretions and rights which conventions prescribe should be exercised only in a
certain limited manner, if at all.” Examples illustrating this point include the legal power or
discretion of the Queen, Governor General or a Lieutenant Governor to refuse assent to a bill
passed by both Houses of Parliament or by a Legislative Assembly, as contrasted with the
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convention that they cannot refuse such assent on any ground on their own motion because, for
example, they disapprove of the policy of the bill. The majority describes this as an example of a
conflict between a legal rule – which creates a complete discretion – and a conventional rule
which completely neutralizes it. If there were a conflict between the legal rule and the
convention (i.e., assent were improperly withheld), the courts if asked would be bound to enforce
the law rather than the convention. As such, the courts would “refuse to recognize the validity of
a vetoed bill”. 44
3.2.3

Recognized conventions

The established test for determining the existence of a constitutional convention derives from Sir
Ivor Jennings’ formulation of a test in the United Kingdom. The so-called “Jennings test” was
endorsed by the Supreme Court of Canada in the Patriation Reference 45 and currently stands as
the operating test for the recognition of conventions in Canada:
We have to ask ourselves three questions: first, what are the precedents; secondly,
did the actors in the precedents believe that they were bound by a rule; and
thirdly, is there a reason for the rule? A single precedent with a good reason may
be enough to establish the rule. A whole string of precedents without such a
reason will be of no avail, unless it is perfectly certain that the persons concerned
regarded them as bound by it. 46
Perhaps the most uncontroversial and fundamental constitutional convention in Canada relates to
the principle of responsible government. Responsible government is essentially the principle that
political decisions will be made and executive powers will be exercised by popularly elected
representatives. It stands in contrast to feudal or purely monarchical systems in which authority
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is both held and wielded by an unelected head of state. In Canada, this means: that the Crown
will only act on advice from the Cabinet, that Cabinet ministers answer questions on the floor of
the House of Commons, and that if a government is defeated on a confidence measure it must
resign, which results in an election of a new government forming and trying to secure the
confidence of the House. 47 Scholars have argued that responsible government is not only an
implicit assumption of Canada’s Constitution or a purely “unwritten” principle but in fact an
express feature of Canadian constitutional law by virtue of various provisions in the Constitution
Act, 1867 48 concerning the Queen’s Privy Council for Canada to “aid and advise” in the
government of Canada.
Andrew Heard describes the duty to ensure that there is a Prime Minister in place that either has
or is likely to win the confidence of the legislature as “the first and foremost duty of any
parliamentary head of state”. 49 The Governor General (or Lieutenant Governor of a province) can
decide among possible contenders for forming government after an election and have a
recognized role to play in ensuring a viable government is always in place. Heard notes that
Commonwealth constitutions based on the Westminster model give Governors General (and
Lieutenant Governors) discretion in appointing a Prime Minister (or Premier). 50 Aside from
constraining Governors General from appointing a Prime Minister on a personal whim, for
example, conventions also provide guidance as to the factors to consider when selecting a Prime
Minister where no one party wins a majority of seats in the House of Commons.
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In such cases, by convention, the current Prime Minister has a recognized right to remain in
office to meet Parliament. Heard describes this right as a “limited” one, being “a right to meet
Parliament and not a carte blanche to carry on governing into the future.” The incumbent Prime
Minister is entitled by convention to see if his or her party can win the confidence of a majority
of the newly elected members, and the incumbent government has a conventional duty to test the
confidence of the House expeditiously. 51
Although the incumbent is permitted by convention to test the confidence of the newly elected
House of Commons, he or she may also elect to concede having suffered a moral defeat and
allow another party to form government. Heard notes, for example, that Paul Martin announced
he would resign as Prime Minister after the 2006 election, and that Pierre Trudeau did the same
thing after the 1979 election. 52 In the 2006 example, Paul Martin’s Liberal Party of Canada won
103 of 308 seats while the Conservative Party of Canada secured 124 seats. In the 1979 example,
Pierre Trudeau’s Liberal Party secured 114 seats compared to the Progressive Conservative’s
136 (of a total of 282) seats.
3.2.4

Examples of courts considering issues involving conventions

In this section, I will examine three examples of conventional rules that have been alleged to
exist in the context of litigation seeking judicial recognition and, in some cases, enforcement, of
a constitutional convention. My purpose in doing so is to demonstrate the Canadian courts’
willingness to consider whether specific conventions exist, how they have tackled the fact-
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finding task of conventional recognition, and how their approaches have evolved to more readily
entertain public law claims by private parties seeking declaratory judgments.
3.2.4.1

The Quebec Veto Reference

In the Quebec Veto Reference, 53 the Supreme Court of Canada was asked to opine on whether
there was a constitutional convention giving the province of Quebec a veto over constitutional
amendments. The issue underlying the reference arose following the Court’s ruling in the
Patriation Reference, concluding that “a substantial degree of provincial consent” was required
to effect constitutional amendments. 54
By the time the Supreme Court had heard the appeal of the Quebec Court of Appeal’s judgment,
which concluded that Quebec held no such veto over constitutional amendments, the Canada
Act, 1982 has already been passed by the UK Parliament and proclaimed into force. The
Supreme Court upheld the Quebec Court of Appeal’s decision largely on the basis that the
appellant failed to demonstrate compliance with the second stage of the Jennings test: acceptance
or recognition by the actors in the precedents. The Court described this acceptance as “the most
important requirement for establishing a convention.” 55 The Court also noted the lack of any
statements by representatives of federal authorities recognizing that Quebec had a conventional
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power of veto over certain types of constitutional amendments, nor any statements “by the actors
in any of the other provinces” acknowledging such a convention. 56
The case came to the Court as a reference question, so standing was not an issue. As a question
raised on behalf of the executive government – rather than a private litigant challenging
government behaviour – the costs of the litigation were paid out of the public purse. Neither the
Quebec Court of Appeal nor the Supreme Court of Canada considered the questions posed to be
non-justiciable in the sense that they invited the judiciary to step outside its institutional role by
answering a question lacking a sufficient legal component. For these reasons, as will be the case
with most reference questions submitted to courts by executive governments, many of the
disadvantages of litigation described in chapter two did not materialize. The Quebec Veto
Reference illustrates that courts accept the invitation to adjudicate claims involving constitutional
conventions and issue legal judgments accordingly – at least in the context of a reference
question submitted by government itself.
3.2.4.2

Ontario English Catholic Teachers Association

In Ontario English Catholic Teachers Association v. Ontario (Attorney General), the Supreme
Court of Canada was asked to recognize a convention giving a right to Ontario school boards to
levy and determine property taxes for education purposes. 57 Unlike the Quebec Veto Reference,
this case was brought by a private party rather than at the behest of government. While
reviewing, and indeed confirming, the Court’s previous statements concerning the nature and
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role of conventions in the Patriation Reference, 58 the Court emphasized that conventions carry
only political sanctions. Nevertheless, the Court did not appear to object to the appellants
“nevertheless seek[ing] a declaration that a constitutional convention exists … presumably so
that they could then seek a remedy for a violation of this convention in the appropriate forum.” 59
As a factual matter, however, the Court concluded that the convention sought to be recognized
by the appellants did not actually exist, stating: “… [T]here is no evidence of such a convention
developing in Ontario.” 60
OECTA is a useful example of a failed attempt at recognizing constitutional convention in two
distinct ways. First, it arose in the context of litigation brought, at least in part, by a nongovernmental actor and outside the framework of a reference case. This fact suggests that it is
open to private litigants to advance conventional arguments rather than merely provincial and
federal governments. Second, it post-dates the Patriation Reference 61 and Quebec Veto
Reference 62 decisions, suggesting a shift over time in the Court’s willingness to adjudicate cases
involving conventions. The Court’s commentary implies that it would have been willing to issue
the requested declaration if the plaintiffs succeeded in proving the existence of the alleged
convention. If the orthodox law/convention dichotomy was rigidly applied, it would have been
simpler for the Court to dismiss the case on the basis that issues of convention are either nonjusticiable or not legally enforceable – even by declaration.
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3.2.4.3

Conacher

A final example of an attempt to use litigation to recognize and enforce conventions is Conacher
v Canada (Prime Minister). In that case, Democracy Watch, a not-for-profit organization that
advocates for democratic reform, and its co-founder Duff Conacher challenged by way of
judicial review Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s decision to advise the Governor General to
dissolve the 39th Parliament and set an election date in alleged violation of section 56.1 of the
Canada Elections Act. This legislation established fixed election dates. 63 Conacher applied for a
declaration “that a constitutional convention exists that prohibits a Prime Minister from advising
the Governor General to dissolve Parliament except in accordance with section 56.1 of the
Canada Elections Act”. 64 The Federal Court recognized that “[a]lthough there are no legal limits
to the Governor General’s discretion, other than the qualifier that each Parliament cannot last for
more than five years, a political limitation exists in the form of a constitutional convention
whereby the Governor General will only exercise power to dissolve Parliament when advised to
do so by the Prime Minister.” 65
Conacher argued that the fixed date legislation created a constitutional convention constraining
the Prime Minister’s discretion to advise the Governor General to dissolve Parliament otherwise
than in accordance with the fixed election date schedule or if there has been a prior vote of nonconfidence in the House of Commons.
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The Federal Court applied the Jennings test for recognition and concluded that there were no
precedents to establish the existence of a new convention limiting the Prime Minister’s discretion
to advise the Governor General. 66 The Court specifically rejected the argument that section 56.1
of the Canada Elections Act evidenced an “explicit agreement” to create a new convention, in
part because the legislative record was ambiguous about what was intended and because the
provision itself makes no mention of conventions. 67 The Federal Court of Appeal upheld the
Federal Court’s judgment declining to issue declaratory relief, but it did so on the narrow basis
that the statutory wording did not preclude the Governor General from exercising discretion to
dissolve Parliament. 68
Conacher provides a further example of the courts’ willingness to consider whether a convention
constrained the Prime Minister’s discretion. As Andrew Heard observes, “the precedent clearly
exists for other applications to be launched seeking declaratory judgment.” 69
3.3

THE COMMON LAW’S EVOLVING RECOGNITION OF JUSTICIABLE CONCEPTS

Conventions are currently considered to be outside the courts’ purview. Similarly, principles of
equity were entirely unrecognized by common law courts until chancery and common law courts
were fused in the late 19th century. Exercises of prerogative power were previously considered
fully insulated against judicial review. Today, courts recognize that all governmental action,
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regardless of its source of power, must conform to legal norms. 70 Courts have also recognized a
non-exhaustive set of “unwritten” constitutional principles. These principles are not expressly
described in any constitutional text but nevertheless carry constitutional force. They may be used
to ground legal arguments for challenging governmental action 71 or even invalidating
legislation. 72 In this section, I argue by analogy that conventions should be incorporated as part
of Canada’s legal framework just as equitable principles, prerogative powers and unwritten
constitutional principles have developed into justiciable concepts.
3.3.1

Law and equity

Constitutional conventions provide a “gloss” over legal rules in a manner broadly analogous to
the way in which the rules of equity historically provided a “supplement” to the common law.
Historically, the Court of Chancery had discretion to administer justice and fairness in particular
cases to “do more perfect and complete justice than would be the result of leaving the parties to
their remedies at common law”. 73 Until the fusion of courts of equity and law, however, it was
well established that the Court of Chancery could not override the courts of common law, as
illustrated by the maxim Aequitas sequitur legem, meaning “equity will not allow a remedy that
is contrary to law.” 74
As with the principles of equity “following” or supplementing the common law, constitutional
conventions may limit the manner in which a discretionary power created and recognized by law
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is to be exercised, if at all. Dicey describes conventions having “one common quality or
property; they are all, or at any rate most of them, rules for determining the mode in which the
discretionary powers of the Crown (or of the Ministers as servants of the Crown) ought to be
exercised”. 75 However, conventions may not supersede the constitutional law by expanding the
scope of a discretionary power beyond that provided by law or remove a legal duty to perform a
function altogether.
3.3.2

Prerogative powers

The Crown prerogative refers to those residual powers left over from when the monarch was
directly involved in government. These powers now include making treaties, declaring war,
deploying the armed forces, regulating the civil service, and granting honours and pardons.
Today they are typically exercised by government ministers but may be invoked by the monarch
personally acting under ministerial advice. 76 Since the early seventeenth century, courts
confirmed that they could determine the existence and extent of a prerogative power. 77 However,
UK jurisprudence held that courts could not question or review the manner in which a
prerogative power had been exercised. 78
The UK’s treatment of exercises of prerogative power as non-justiciable was initially
incorporated into Canadian law. Over time, however, both UK and Canadian courts recognized
that the source of government power – statutory or prerogative – has no bearing on the
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availability of judicial review. 79 The initial blanket prohibition on judicial review of exercises of
prerogative power was eventually relaxed to allow for a very limited assessment of the
acceptability and defensibility of government decision-making, “often granting the decisionmaking a very large margin of appreciation”. 80 Even then, an applicant had to establish an
“egregious” case. 81 A further liberalization saw the courts willing to review exercises of
prerogative powers here Charter rights were at issue. 82 What matters today is whether the factors
underlying a decision are within or beyond the courts’ “ken or capability to assess” and whether
that assessment “would take courts beyond their proper role within the separation of powers.” 83
Thus, the courts’ historical reluctance to engage in review of exercises of prerogative power has
been replaced by a contemporary functional approach focused on enforcing “executive
accountability to legal authority” and “protecting individuals from arbitration [executive]
action” 84 regardless of its source.
Certain prerogative powers, particularly the personal prerogatives of the Monarch, are “strongly
hedged by constitutional conventions”. 85 The interplay between conventions and prerogative
powers makes the courts’ lingering reticence to adjudicate claims involving conventions ironic,
incongruous and overdue for renovation.
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3.3.3

Constitutional principles

Canadian law expressly endorses the use of unwritten constitutional principles. Canadian courts
have incorporated certain constitutional principles by reference and accepted the invitation “to
turn those principles into the premises of a constitutional argument that culminates in the filling
of gaps in the express terms of the constitutional text.” 86 These principles “are not merely
descriptive, but are also invested with a powerful normative force, and are binding upon both
courts and governments.” 87 Having “full legal force”, 88 unwritten constitutional principles have
been recognized as constituting “substantive limitations upon government action”, giving rise to
obligations that may be “very abstract and general” or “may be more specific and precise in
nature”. 89
It should make no practical difference whether a fundamental principle such as responsible
government has been characterized as a “constitutional convention”, 90 an “unwritten
constitutional principle”, 91 a “foundational constitutional principle”, 92 part of the Constitution’s
“internal architecture”, 93 part of the “basic constitutional structure”, 94 an “organizing
principle”, 95 an “unwritten norm”, 96 among the “unwritten postulates which form the very
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foundation of the Constitution of Canada”, 97 or a “principle [that] is clearly implicit in the very
nature of a Constitution”. 98 Responsible government is not, for example, so much more
inherently “political” that it ought to be treated differently than other constitutional principles
such as democracy or the protection of minorities. Indeed, in explaining what the “foundational”
unwritten principle of democracy entails, the Supreme Court of Canada describes “the
development of responsible government in the 19th century” 99 as part of the evolutionary
struggle that culminated in “a sort of baseline against which the framers of our Constitution, and
subsequently, our elected representatives under it, have always operated.” 100 So fundamental was
this set of assumptions that their explicit mention in the Constitution Act, 1867 “might have
appeared redundant, even silly, to the framers.” 101 Both unwritten principles (by their various
labels) and conventions exist to fill gaps in the express terms of the constitutional text. Their
“powerful normative force” similarly places a substantive – and what ought to be legally
recognizable – obligation on government action.
3.4

CONCLUSION

Conventions ought to be considered as part of the legal governance framework that Canada’s
Constitution seeks to implement. Just as jurisprudence over the justiciability of the Crown
prerogative has evolved over time – from a blanket prohibition to a limited scope of judicial
review where individual rights were at stake to the courts’ current willingness to review
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exercises of the prerogative power for compliance with the Constitution writ large – Canadian
courts would do well to discard the orthodox distinction between law and convention by
recognizing fundamental conventional norms as background assumptions that properly inform
constitutional interpretation and, where necessary, provide the legal basis for constraining
government action.
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Chapter 4: A Constitutional Conventions Commissioner
4.1

INTRODUCTION

Canadian constitutional conventions are characterized as rules of political morality. To varying
degrees, they are integral to the functioning of Canadian government. Unlike laws, however,
they are not directly enforceable by the courts. Instead, conventions are indirectly enforced by
the threat of political repercussions that could flow from non-compliance.
This current state of regulation is suboptimal. It relies too heavily on an informed electorate to
identify cases of non-compliance and punish offenders. As an alternative, litigation aimed at
obtaining a judicial declaration as to the scope of a convention and its application to a specific
set of circumstances remains a theoretical possibility. However, litigation has significant
disadvantages as a regulatory device. As discussed in chapter two, a litigant challenging political
behaviour faces hurdles that include establishing standing, justiciability and jurisdiction.
Litigation is also a potentially lengthy and resource-intensive process, making it unfeasible as a
standalone remedy for addressing non-compliance.
In this chapter, I propose a mutually compatible alternative to relying on public outrage or
litigation to regulate compliance with constitutional conventions. Specifically, I propose that
Parliament appoint an independent officer (or “Commissioner”) responsible for investigating and
assessing political behavior for compliance with recognized constitutional conventions. This
Commissioner would also contribute to the enforcement of conventional norms. He or she would
achieve enforcement objectives through a variety of available regulatory tools: through public
advocacy, formal reports to Parliament, moral suasion, and, if necessary, by resorting to
litigation to obtain a judicial remedy for alleged non-compliance.
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I begin by sketching out the proposed structure and key features of the Commissioner’s role. In
doing so, I draw on examples of statutory frameworks that define aspects of existing independent
parliamentary officers. Next, I review Lon Fuller’s description of eight ways in which lawmaking can fail. I apply those warnings to the context of conventions as rules of political
morality. I then draw out ways in which conventions are currently unsatisfying as a means of
rule-making. I hypothesize about the ways in which the proposed new Constitutional
Conventions Commissioner might alleviate these concerns.
I draw upon regulatory scholar Julia Black’s description of accountability as the relationship
between an actor – which I will refer to as a “regulatee” -- and another (a “regulator”) in which
the regulatee is called upon to explain and justify to a regulator its actions against one or more
different sets of criteria after the fact. 102
Next, I isolate and define a particular type of accountability that I argue an effective regulatory
framework should aspire to promote. Recognizing that every model of regulating behaviour
involves trade-offs between conflicting objectives, identifying this specific form of
accountability as deserving priority is essential to evaluating the efficacy of any proposed
regulatory framework. Specifically, I draw on Colin Diver’s three dimensions of rules –
accessibility, transparency, and congruence – and argue that congruence ought to be prioritized
above accessibility and transparency in regulating conventional behaviour given the nature and
purpose of constitutional conventions.
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4.2

OFFICE OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS COMMISSIONER

The Office of Constitutional Conventions Commissioner I propose would be an independent
officer of Parliament. The Commissioner would have two primary roles: a regulatory role and a
recording function.
The first proposed mandate involves the Constitutional Conventions Commissioner inquiring
into and reporting on whether present or proposed behaviour by political actors is congruent with
established constitutional conventions. Similar to the manner in which the Auditor General
serves a validation function by assessing whether public funds are spent in a manner consistent
with appropriate financial and other standards, the Constitutional Conventions Commissioner
would serve an audit function with respect to whether political action follows conventional
principles. Where the Commissioner in the course of his or her “audit” inquiry concludes that
there are inconsistencies with conventional principles, the Commissioner would have an
opportunity and an obligation to call public attention to them through a statutory reporting
framework similar to that established for other independent parliamentary officers. Like the
Information Commissioner, Privacy Commissioner and Official Languages Commissioner, the
Constitutional Conventions Commissioner would be tasked with inquiring into complaints from
any interested person or investigating matters on his or her own initiative.
Assuming that the Commissioner is broadly respected as an honest broker with specialized
expertise in matters of constitutional conventions, he or she may be able to discharge the
regulatory function through “soft powers” such as exercising moral suasion over regulatees and
by engaging in public advocacy. Failing this, and in aid of the regulatory mandate, the
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Commissioner would have discretion to refer issues to the courts for a further determination and
potentially for enforcement.
The second role involves a recording or archival function to observe present day political
behaviour and rationale provided in support of such behaviour for the purpose of establishing a
permanent record. This could later be used to determine whether sufficient precedent and
acknowledgement of “bindingness” exists for political behaviour to crystallize into a
constitutional convention. This first aspect of the Commissioner’s mandate is intended to be
purely descriptive; that is, the Commissioner does not directly or exclusively regulate present
day behaviour as part of his or her archival function but rather collects and stores evidence to be
used to facilitate regulation of future political behaviour.
In the sections below, I propose certain characteristics that the proposed new Office of the
Constitutional Conventions Commissioner ought to hold. In doing so, I draw upon existing
examples of statutory frameworks that currently exist for other parliamentary officers. 103
4.2.1

Appointment

The Constitutional Conventions Commissioner should be regarded as an expert, impartial and
well-respected “straight shooter” committed to serving his or her mandate in the public interest.
An officeholder who is viewed as a partisan or patronage appointment will be less likely to
influence political actors – particularly those for whom compliance with the Commissioner’s
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determination of conventionally consistent behaviour will come at a political cost in any given
circumstance.
To protect against this, the proposed Constitutional Conventions Commissioner should be
appointed by the Governor General after consultation with the leader of every recognized party
in the Senate and House of Commons and approval of both Houses of Parliament. This follows
the model of appointment used for existing parliamentary officers, including the Auditor
General 104, Official Languages Commissioner, 105 Information Commissioner, 106 and Privacy
Commissioner. 107
Given the interplay between the Constitutional Conventions Commissioner and the Governor
General and civil service, it would also be prudent to consult with the Governor General and
Clerk of the Privy Council before selecting an incumbent.
A potential concern with seeking the Governor General’s input as part of a consensus-based
selection process may arise if there is disagreement between the Governor General and one or
more of the other consulted stakeholders but particularly including those actors on whose advice
the Governor General ordinarily acts. The Governor General should therefore be free to exercise
his or her individual discretion rather than be seen to acting on the advice of his or her ministers.
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4.2.2

Qualifications

Rather than narrowly prescribe a specific set of qualifications for a Constitutional Conventions
Commissioner to hold, I suggest that consideration be given generally to the knowledge and
experience that would be desirable for a candidate to have. The Commissioner need not
necessarily, for example, be legally trained. However, it would be helpful to be able to
understand and apply legal and constitutional principles set out in a variety of constitutional
sources including constitutional texts and jurisprudence. Similarly, while an academic
background in political science would seem an obvious asset, what is more essential is that the
Commissioner has a nuanced understanding of all aspects of Canadian government theory and
practice. These traits will naturally add perceived legitimacy to the conclusions advocated by the
Commissioner while instilling public confidence that they were reached in an analytically robust
manner.
4.2.3

Tenure

Fundamentally, the officeholder should be provided with sufficient security of tenure to ensure
actual and perceived independence. The duration of a Commissioner’s term should also be of
sufficient length to provide each Commissioner with the benefit of being able to obtain useful
feedback from mistakes and identify situations in which they are trapped by misleading
schema. 108 Terms of tenure for existing parliamentary officers offer some guidance. The Auditor
General holds office during good behaviour for a non-renewable ten year term. 109 The Official
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Languages Commissioner 110 and Information Commissioner 111 each hold office during good
behaviour for indefinitely renewable seven year terms. The Privacy Commissioner holds office
during good behaviour for a once-renewable term of seven years. 112
The practicality of term limits will depend in part on the size of the pool of qualified and willing
candidates from which to draw. Presumably, there are fewer recognized experts in the analysis
and determination of constitutional conventions than, for example, there are qualified auditors.
The importance of “getting it right”, and the assumption that there is indeed an objectively
“right” answer in the case of constitutional conventions to be found, suggests that there may at
least initially be fewer suitable Commissioners to cycle through in order to satisfy term limits.
Once a Commissioner is appointed, however, principles of independence suggest that they ought
not to be easily removable from office. The Auditor General 113 and Privacy Commissioner, 114 for
example, are subject to removal only for cause by address of the Senate and House of Commons.
This feature should apply to the Commissioner as well. It does not guarantee actual
independence from Parliament itself, but the threshold for removal should be significantly high
that it does not occur other than where Parliament considers it necessary and worth the political
capital of exercising an exceptional option.
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4.2.4

Information gathering powers

As a starting point, the Commissioner should be given broad statutory powers to gather and
collect information relevant to his or her mandate. The Auditor General, by comparison, is
generally entitled to “free access at all convenient times” to information related to his or her
responsibilities, 115 and may examine persons under oath on any matter pertaining to an audit by
him or her. 116
Under the Jennings test for recognizing constitutional conventions, 117 it is critical to identify both
past precedents that support a rule’s existence and also to what extent political actors believed a
conventional rule was binding upon them. A significant practical difficulty in attempting to
discern whether a given rule has become a constitutional convention is the lack of access to a
complete record of what political actors believed was binding on them. In the result,
conventional scholars are largely limited to publicly available statements by political actors.
Public statements by political actors, however, are fraught with interpretation challenges. Given
their nature, a self-serving political statement may not necessarily reflect what a political actor
actually believed to be true at the time of the statement. In the context of a retrospective analysis,
there is typically no opportunity to cross-examine an actor on their historical statements.
Moreover, the passage of time adds further complications in terms of the reliability of the actor’s
memory.
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A Constitutional Conventions Commissioner could add significant value to the robust
development and evolution of conventions by recording a near-contemporaneous authoritative
record of political actors’ impressions and understandings relative to conventional principles as
they carry out their duties and functions. Doing so would provide enduring insight into political
actors’ behaviour. This would represent an improvement over what is currently available in the
form of disparate public statements pieced together by researchers attempting to determine the
extent to which precedents exist that support a particular standard or whether that standard has
acquired or maintained the status of a constitutional convention. To facilitate this, I propose that
the Constitutional Conventions Commissioner be granted broad access to the political actors
whose conduct is most relevant to the application of the Jennings test for establishing
conventions. This would include, at a minimum, the Governor General, the Prime Minister and
Cabinet, and in some situations the leaders of recognized political parties in both houses of
Parliament. In addition to enjoying “open door access” to meetings and forums relevant to his or
her mandate, the Constitutional Conventions Commissioner should also be empowered to
compel evidence from past and present day political actors whose perspectives and rationales for
behaviour are relevant to the determination and analysis of constitutional conventions, similar to
the broad evidence-gathering and inquiry powers of the Auditor General.
Providing an individual Commissioner, and to a lesser but inevitable extent his or her staff, with
this proposed broad level of unprecedented access to highly confidential and politically sensitive
discussions necessarily requires a significant degree of confidence in the Commissioner’s
discretion. The use of highly trusted agents to serve the national interest in a politically neutral
manner is not itself unprecedented. The Clerk of the Privy Council, for example, is entrusted
with the custody of Cabinet records and administers the convention governing access to Cabinet
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and ministerial papers included after a change in government occurs. 118 The Constitutional
Conventions Commissioner’s proposed level of access is arguably greater in the sense that he or
she would be privy to discussions between the Governor General and his or her advisors, while
also being permitted to observe subjects such as leaders of political parties in otherwise closeddoor forums as they prepare to engage in politically charged debates. This underscores the
central importance of identifying and selecting a Commissioner who holds the trust and
confidence of those key political actors to whom he or she will be granted privileged access.
Disclosure by the Constitutional Conventions Commissioner of information obtained from
political actors through these broad evidence-gathering powers would understandably limit the
candour desired for the information obtained to have evidentiary value. To mitigate the chilling
effect the Commissioner’s broad access might have, information gathered by the Commissioner
for the purpose of recording current understandings of whether a convention is understood to be
binding might be kept confidential in the same way confidences of the Queen’s Privy Council for
Canada are immune from disclosure under the Canada Evidence Act. 119 As with Cabinet
confidences, this protection would cease to apply after twenty years. 120 While this time
restriction would preclude reliance by anyone on information obtained under the
Commissioner’s enhanced access as “precedents” when assessing political behaviour for
compliance with constitutional conventions during the twenty year period of protection, in the
longer term it would yield a more robust data set of information to which the Jennings test could
be applied than is currently available. The criticality of all available evidence from the most
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recent twenty years should also not be overstated: in the realm of constitutional conventions,
behaviour over a longer term is more likely to constitute a relevant precedent. Nor does
protecting from disclosure a subset of specially obtained data preclude relying on publicly
available information or statements regarding the same political actors’ behaviour as evidence of
a continued practice consistent with a suggested constitutional convention.
4.2.5

Recording role

A particular weakness of conventions from an accountability perspective is that they lack
accessibility. There is currently no compendium describing their content, and no single
authoritative reference source. With the benefit of the information-gathering powers described in
section 4.2.4 and the Commissioner’s own expertise in analyzing the historical record for
convention-related data, the Commissioner would be well equipped to serve a further role in
recording the scope and content of existing conventions. With the Commissioner’s aid, Canada
could take steps to “codify” its conventions for ease of reference as has been done in other
jurisdictions including the United Kingdom. In such jurisdictions, codification of conventions
has taken the form of “soft law” executive guidance, but also codifications in statute,
intergovernmental agreements, parliamentary committee reports, and judicial guidance. 121
Under the rubric of “executive guidance”, the United Kingdom has developed a “Cabinet
Manual” to address issues relating to the executive and ministers, cabinet decision making,
Parliament, the law, the civil service, government finance, and official information. Hazell
attributes its origin to “widespread fears before the United Kingdom’s 2010 election about the
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uncertainty that might follow a ‘hung Parliament’ in which no party commanded an overall
majority.” 122 Built on the example of New Zealand’s Cabinet Manual, Cabinet Secretary Sir Gus
O’Donnell, with the consent of Prime Minister Gordon Brown, published Elections and
Government Formation as part of a new Cabinet Manual in February 2010. 123
Hazell argues that the British experience of codification debunks the myth that codification
causes conventions to lose their flexibility, pointing to examples of revisions being made
periodically to reflect comments on consultation drafts and other developments. 124 As a chiefly
descriptive account of the executive’s understanding of conventions, the United Kingdom’s
project of developing a Cabinet Manual serves as a useful example for Canada to consider
following.
The Manual of Official Procedure of the Government of Canada once served a similar purpose
but has not been actively maintained for decades. 125 It is accordingly out-of-date. Recent efforts
by the Privy Council Office to publish current guidelines on issues governed by convention,
including the Guidelines on the Conduct of Ministers, Ministers of State, Exempt Staff and Public
Service During an Election published in August 2015 ahead of the October 2015 federal
election, 126 are an encouraging step in this direction.
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A Constitutional Conventions Commissioner’s mandate should include contributing to the
publication of a similar guide within Canada. This could entail leading the publication of a
modern manual on conventions. Alternatively the Commissioner could review and comment
upon content developed by the Privy Council Office or another area of government. In any event,
making Canadian conventions accessible to the public by documenting them would be a
significant improvement over the current state.
4.2.6

Enforcement role

The Constitutional Conventions Commissioner’s mandate suggests that the officeholder would
tend to be considered a persuasive, credible and dispassionate voice in relations to matters of
conventional compliance. However, I do not suggest that the Commissioner ought to be
considered to have the final word on issues of conventions. Rather, I propose that the
Commissioner’s role in enforcing conventions be grounded in his or her ability to influence
others in one of three ways.
First, the Commissioner may succeed in persuading the relevant political actors to modify their
ongoing or proposed behaviour to avoid non-compliance with a constitutional convention.
Second, by articulating publicly the analysis leading to the Commissioner’s determination that
political behaviour conflicted with conventional rules, the Commissioner might be able to use
“shaming” to influence public opinion such that political actors adjust their behaviour to remove
the conflict. Robert Baldwin and Julia Black observe that for some actors, “naming and shaming
may be seen as non-punitive, to others it may be viewed as far more punitive than a fine.” 127 For
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some political actors, “shaming” avoidance may be sufficient to alter non-compliant behaviour.
In the case of Stephen Harper’s refusal to provide the Governor General with the advice
necessary to fill accumulated Senate vacancies, this use of shaming would likely have been
ineffective. In such cases, the Commissioner ought to have the same power as certain other
officers of Parliament to refer issues to the Federal Court for a judicial determination. Interested
members of the public also ought to be able to have recourse to the court by way of judicial
review where the Commissioner declines to do so.
Similar to reference cases – but notably unlike ordinary litigation brought against government
actors by private actors – any conventional issues raised under my proposed model would be
addressed to the courts through a statutory framework endorsed by Parliament. This framework
would empower the Commissioner to “refer” specific issues to the courts for adjudication, and it
would also permit interested parties to seek judicial review of the Commissioner’s findings on a
particular issue. The Constitutional Conventions Commissioner who advances or responds to
issues brought into the judicial forum would also have been appointed by Parliament itself.
Unlike court decisions that are grounded in the Constitution, judicial pronouncements that are
premised on an interpretation of a convention with which Parliament fundamentally disagrees
might be “corrected” by legislation that overrides the field of subject matter previously governed
by convention. In the same vein, Parliament is free to intervene at any time in a matter under
inquiry by the Constitutional Conventions Commissioner by supplanting through legislation a
codification (or repeal) of rules previously addressed – or alleged to be addressed – exclusively
by convention and removing them from the Commissioner’s purview.
Enabling a mechanism for recourse to the courts would allow public interest groups to challenge
conclusions reached by the Constitutional Conventions Commissioner. It would also facilitate
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participation in the inquiry and determination process at first instance confident in the knowledge
that perceived defects in the Commissioner’s processes can be raised again in an independent
forum. The prospect of being scrutinized through the litigation process might be expected to
have a moderating effect on the Commissioner – in effect, mitigating the risk that the
Commissioner will rely unduly on his or her own perceived expertise.
But relying, even in part, on third party public interest groups to complete the regulatory circle
has its pitfalls. It is no perfect safeguard, for example, against the Commissioner “incorrectly”
overlooking a situation of conventional non-compliance that also fails to attract the attention of a
public interest group. In this sense, conventions retain a fundamentally democratic flavour
similar to within the status quo regime: if political behaviour violates an established
constitutional convention, and there is insufficient political will to challenge the non-compliance,
the convention eventually bends to popular will. The Jennings test, it will be recalled, 128 requires
that the relevant political actors consider themselves bound by a rule in order for the rule to
constitute a convention. At some point, even if the rule was previously considered necessary to
give effect to an important constitutional assumption or understanding, a convention that yields
only indifference ceases to be a rule of conventional morality at all. Still, unlike the current state,
institutionalizing the role of the Constitutional Conventions Commissioner means there is always
at least one agent permanently available to monitor political behaviour and consider its
compliance with conventional rules of morality. While the possibility remains that the
Commissioner will abide false positives or false negatives, that risk is significantly mitigated
relative to the current framework largely reliant on political actors to police themselves.
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Nor is adding judicial recourse as a further layer of guardianship an absolute guarantee of
congruence between conventional principles and political behaviour. The adversarial judicial
process relies on parties to litigation to marshal evidence and vigorously test opposing
arguments. Suboptimal judicial outcomes, from a congruence perspective, can still occur if the
parties to litigation – including the Commissioner – fail to present judges with an accurate
account of the facts required to draw conclusions about conventions, among other potential
causes of judicial error. However, a well-functioning Office of the Constitutional Conventions
Commissioner should, at least over time, contribute significantly to the robustness of data
available for analyzing conventionally relevant political behavior. The Commissioner’s own
expertise and impartiality should improve the likelihood that judicial decisions will be reached
with the benefit of all relevant information and arguments. This, too, suggests an improvement
over the current state in terms of accountability.
4.2.7

Challenges

Creating an independent watchdog to supervise political behaviour for compliance with
constitutional conventions requires overcoming practical obstacles. Political actors, particularly
those in power at any given time, might be forgiven for not championing the creation of a fully
staffed, independent regulator to publicly scrutinize their behaviour.
Once created, it is plausible that the Commissioner would be exposed to both significant
pushback and lobbying from regulatees. The challenge for the Commissioner will be to
demonstrate resiliency to these pressures while being seen as a fair and impartial arbiter of
controversial disputes involving conventions. These challenges are not unique to the domain of
conventions. Regulators and regulatees face similar tensions predictably often. To mitigate the
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risk of harmful regulatory capture, the Commissioner’s processes ought to allow for public
participation in appropriate circumstances. The possibility of judicial review of the
Commissioner’s decisions, including decisions not to pursue particular complaints of noncompliance, also protects against capture.
4.3

CONVENTIONS AND ACCOUNTABILITY

The primary goal of a regulatory regime for constitutional conventions should be enhancing
accountability. Legal scholars tend to associate accountability with compliance with the rule of
law. 129 Compliance with the law, which scholars such as Margaret Radin recognize broadly to
include “any kind of directive or principle”, 130 requires that rules be created and maintained
according to certain minima. Conventions can be conceptually accommodated within this broad
category of rules. The way in which they are made, applied, and enforced can be better informed
by scholarship on rule-making and accountability.
4.3.1

Fuller’s eight law-making sins

Lon Fuller described eight ways in which law-making can fail. His description is instructive in
considering the ways in which conventions can succeed or fail as rules.
First, there can be a failure to achieve rules at all. Second, laws fail if not publicized to the
people expected to observe them. Third, laws created retroactively fail to guide future action and
undercut the integrity of rules prospectively in effect since they are constantly at risk of being
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changed retrospectively. Fourth, rules can fail at being understandable. Fifth, rules can contradict
each other. Sixth, rules fail if it is impossible to comply with them. Seventh, if rules change too
frequently, people cannot orient their actions to them. Finally, rules fail if there is no congruence
between the rules as announced and their actual administration. 131 I draw inspiration from
Fuller’s rule-making sins when considering the ways in which conventions currently undermine
accountability and proposing mechanisms for addressing these shortcomings.
Establishing a Constitutional Conventions Commissioner would promote accountability by
reducing the risk of allowing conventions to “fail” at least four of Fuller’s prescriptions for
effective rule-making. The Commissioner would help publicize the rules that political actors are
expected to follow by bringing clarity to the scope of existing conventions. An expert such as a
Commissioner would also help educate the public and political actors in particular about the
substantive content of conventions, helping to make them more understandable. The
Commissioner’s interpretation of conventions could also reduce the perception that conventions
conflict with each other by resolving apparent inconsistencies. Perhaps most significantly, an
expert Commissioner could assist political actors and the public to ensure that there is actual
congruence between the principles underlying each convention and the actual behaviour that
results.
4.3.2

Accountability relationships

Currently, the regulator and regulatee relationships involved in constitutional conventions are
opaque at best and non-existent at worst. A Constitutional Conventions Commissioner would
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enhance accountability by calling upon political actors to explain and justify their actions to the
public at large while clarifying criteria relevant to constitutional conventions.
Relationships are relevant to conventions, particularly in the sense that political actors navigate
relationships between themselves and conventions inform those relationships. The relationship
between the Governor General and the Prime Minister, for example, is heavily influenced by
convention. Relationships also matter to the extent that political opponents might call each other
to account for compliance with conventions. But where actors of various political stripes find
themselves aligned on an issue of convention, their relationships can also undermine the
likelihood of effective regulation. 132 Again, all of these reporting relationships would be
enhanced by the addition of an independent Constitutional Conventions Commissioner. While
the public, media, political parties and their members, 133 and the political actors themselves
would retain roles as “regulators” when policing political behaviour, relationships between the
Commissioner and political actors can help avoid non-compliant behaviour by positioning the
Commissioner as a quasi-regulator.
Accountability arrangements can include formal sanctions and consequences, the use of
reporting frameworks, shaming, moral suasion, and leveraging of relationships. As Black
observes, “[a] highly critical media campaign can be more effective in causing the resignation of
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a chief executive … than any legal power to sack him”. 134 However, a recalcitrant regulatee
might not be persuaded to correct his or her behaviour because of public backlash alone. While
conventions might be effective in regulating political behaviour even in the absence of a strictly
legal remedy, they may not necessarily be. The breadth of available accountability arrangements
is a reminder that regulation need not rely on a “one size fits all” approach.
4.3.3

Diver’s rubric of accountability features

In this section, I tease out the specific accountability goals I argue a Constitutional Conventions
Commissioner would promote. Legal academic Colin Diver articulated a helpful framework for
assessing the optimal precision of administrative rules depending on the particular accountability
objectives of a given regime. 135 For him, the salient features of accountability include
transparency (i.e., the quality of using “words with well-defined and universally accepted
meanings within the relevant community”), 136 accessibility (i.e., a rule’s applicability to concrete
situations without excessive difficulty or effort), 137 and congruence (i.e., where “substantive
content of the message communicated [by a rule] produces the desired behavior”). 138 The
creation of a Constitutional Conventions Commissioner would increase both transparency and
accessibility of conventions.
Constitutional conventions by their nature tend to lack both transparency and accessibility.
Constitutional provisions lack transparency in the sense that they can often only be accurately
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understood by taking into account the large body of constitutional common law jurisprudence,
which itself is susceptible to modifications and outright reversals over time. Even when equipped
with complete access to all relevant case law concerning the interpretation of constitutional
provisions, end users are faced with the daunting task of applying multi-factored legal tests to
concrete fact patterns. Like much of legal rulemaking in common law Canada, constitutional law
lacks accessibility. However, if applied dutifully, multi-factor lists serve to enhance congruence.
This trade-off between accessibility and congruence is sufficiently well-accepted in Canadian
law that multi-factor lists regularly form part of common law standards developed by the courts.
For example, in attempting to provide guidance to trial courts in determining whether the
predominant purpose of an investigative inquiry is the determination of penal liability such that
Charter protections and other procedural safeguards apply, the Supreme Court of Canada offered
that “the trial judge will look at all factors, including but not limited to such questions as…”,
followed by a seven part list of non-exhaustive considerations. 139
4.3.3.1

Transparency

Diver’s concept of transparency draws on, among other sources, H.L.A. Hart’s notion of rules
“which multitudes of individuals could understand” 140 and what Lon Fuller described as a rule’s
“clarity”. 141 As examples of the importance of transparency being reflected in legal practice,
Diver points to the “void for vagueness” doctrine in American jurisprudence and the failure of
academic misconduct standards to provide a sufficiently clear guide for students’ behaviour. 142 A
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Canadian jurisprudential corollary can be found in the Charter principle that “[i]mpermissibly
vague laws mock the rule of law and scorn an ancient and well-established principle of
fundamental justice: No one may be convicted for an act or omission that is not clearly
prohibited by a valid law.” 143
Conventions tend to lack transparency. Framed as general principles, they are frequently vague.
The scope and content of conventions can only be determined by evaluating historical evidence,
including whether there has been sufficient consensus among political actors that they considered
themselves bound by a particular conventional rule. Yet as vague and difficult to discern as their
content may be, conventions remain important pieces of Canada’s constitutional fabric.
Compliance with constitutional conventions is an objective that should rest on the same plane as
compliance with other constitutional sources. Given the severe political consequences that could
befall a regulatee who fails to comply with the requirements of a conventional rule (e.g., the
dismissal of a Prime Minister), one might reasonably expect greater transparency as to their
content.
4.3.3.2

Accessibility

Second, Diver describes a rule’s “accessibility” to its intended audience as an accountability
virtue. By this he means a rule is accessible if it is “applicable to concrete situations without
excessive difficulty or effort.” For Diver, accessibility is what drives calls for the
“simplification” of complex legal regimes like tax codes. 144
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Conventions, meanwhile, must be applied contextually and with regard to potentially competing
principles. The same can be said of many common law principles found only in the annals of law
reports. Some conventions, like some common law principles, can be applied to concrete
situations with minimal difficulty. For example, in some cases it will be obvious to all concerned
that the loss of a vote in the House of Commons on a “confidence” measure warrants an election
or change in government. In many cases, however, the application of conventional principles to
specific circumstances will require considerable analysis.
4.3.3.3

Congruence

Finally, Diver refers to a policymaker’s objective in ensuring that “the substantive content of the
message communicated in his words produces the desired behavior.” 145 He describes this goal in
terms of a rule’s “congruence” with its underlying policy objective. Diver’s use of the term
congruence is similar to that used by Fuller to describe the fit between the law as it is written and
as actually applied. 146 In the context of conventions, congruence is a paramount virtue. A
conventional rule that constrains a Governor General’s discretion in selecting a Prime Minister
following a general election, for example, is only congruent if it broadly reflects the outcome of
the democratic process. 147
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4.3.3.4

Trade-offs

Diver observes that evaluating the precision of a rule in terms of its transparency, accessibility
and congruence is both difficult to measure and necessarily involves trade-offs between these
competing objectives. He illustrates these challenges with the example of a hypothetical
policymaker who must establish certification criteria for commercial aircraft pilots, one aspect of
which is to define the circumstances in which a pilot should no longer be able to be certified.
Diver supposes that the policymaker identifies a policy objective of requiring pilots to require
when the social cost of allowing them to continue flying exceeds the benefits of allowing them to
continue, based on the risk and probability of accidents they might cause as they age. Diver
offers three alternative formulations for a rule intended to capture this policy objective. One
option is to create a bright-line rule stating that no person may pilot a commercial airplane after
his or her sixtieth birthday. A second option is to articulate the prohibition on piloting as
contingent on whether a person poses “an unreasonable risk of an accident”. A third option is to
prohibit piloting by any person who falls within one or more categories based on assessed
indicators of “riskiness” according to variables such as years and levels of experience, hours of
air time logged, age, height, weight, blood pressure, heart rate, eyesight, and other vital signs. 148
Each of these three options has its benefits and disadvantages. The first option, for example, is
easily the most transparent since the intended audience can be expected to know what “sixtieth”
and “birthday” mean. Its greatest flaw is its apparent lack of congruence. 149 It lacks congruence
because the underlying policy objective – disqualifying unsafe pilots – is not reflected in the
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rule’s actual outcomes to the extent that disqualifies perfectly “safe” pilots over the age of sixty
and allows unsafe pilots below that age to continue flying.
Meanwhile, transparency suffers under the second model’s reliance on the key phrase
“unreasonable risk of an accident”, which is open to varying interpretations. 150 The first model
is simple to apply, but it will likely disqualify many pilots who should continue flying while
potentially allowing some to continue flying who should be grounded. 151 The third model is
“commendably objective” and may accurately discriminate between pilots who pose low and
high risks, but it does so at the cost of being more difficult to apply than the first two models.
These three accountability virtues often work at cross-purposes. 152 A perfectly transparent rule
ensures equal treatment of categorically similar cases, but may fail to provide outcomes
congruent with the rule’s objectives. A rule framed to prioritize congruence, meanwhile, may be
too vague to provide fair warning to participants. Finally, a rule that is both transparent and
congruent may be so complex and cumbersome that its audience is unable to discern its
requirements and govern itself accordingly. 153
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4.4

THE COMMISSIONER AS A MITIGATING MEASURE FOR AN UNINFORMED ELECTORATE

In this section, I discuss how the proposed Commissioner addresses some of the accountability
deficits that exist in the current state. I focus in particular on the shortcomings that flow from
overreliance on the public at large to enforce conventions.
In a system of representative democracy, political actors – especially elected representatives -might be assumed to act in such a way as to maximize voter support. In the context of achieving
compliance with constitutional conventions, this could plausibly imply that parliamentarians will
not lightly countenance conventional disobedience for fear of alienating voters. However, in this
section, I argue the current regulatory framework for conventions relies too strongly on an
informed and engaged electorate. Establishing an independent expert whose mandate includes
raising awareness of conventions and detected breaches of them would mitigate this risk of
overreliance.
First, conventions themselves are insufficiently transparent and accessible. Second, even if
conventions were more transparent and accessible, relying exclusively on the public at large to
regulate political behaviour for compliance with conventions assumes an unrealistic degree of
public engagement. Third, deferring to popular sentiment to regulate political behaviour weakens
minority group protections safeguarded by constitutional conventions. Fourth, insufficiently
sophisticated public debate concerning live disputes involving conventions yields inefficiency.
Fifth, the output of processes for modifying conventions is particularly inaccessible, thus
undermining accountability for effecting changes to conventional norms.
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4.4.1

Insufficient transparency and accessibility

Relying on democratic accountability to regulate political behaviour in light of constitutional
conventions assumes that the scope and content of conventions are sufficiently transparent and
accessible to voters to enable them to reach an informed opinion about whether political actors
are complying with conventions. The validity of this assumption is highly suspect.
The standards contained within the body of constitutional conventions frequently lack
transparency and accessibility. Conventions are “unwritten” in the sense that there is no modern
exhaustive codification of the rules that form constitutional conventions. Nor is there any
definitive source of conventional content within the academic literature or non-binding advisory
opinions from the courts.
Moreover, there is no “rule of adjudication” to determine whose determination of a convention’s
scope or whether a compliance has been achieved prevails. The general state of inaccessibility
that afflicts constitutional conventions is aptly captured by Geoffrey Marshall in his lament about
the difficulty of applying conventional principles to political behaviour:
Those who are familiar with the problems of extrapolating rules from the reported
decisions of the courts will recognise the difficulties. So often the ambit of a rule
appears to have been conclusively determined until a hitherto unenvisaged set of
circumstances arises, thereby casting doubt on whether all the qualifications and
exceptions to the rule had been comprehensively listed. […] What may appear at
first sight, therefore, to be an instance of the breach of a convention may turn out
not to have been so at all, since the convention, properly understood, does not
extend as far as the circumstances of the alleged breach. 154
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The Commissioner would help infuse transparency by providing an informed and trusted voice
for articulating the scope of existing conventions. By cataloguing and reporting on nuanced
details of conventions, the Commissioner could assist the public fulfill its role as ultimate
regulator by providing clarity to what is often an opaque set of rules.
4.4.2

Overreliance on public engagement

Second, to the extent that the conventional regulation of political behaviour relies on the public
at large to act as a regulator, the current system risks overestimating the willingness and interest
of citizens to expend the time and effort required to assess compliance. The level of engagement
demonstrated by the public writ large in respect of any particular aspect of political behaviour
correlates with the fundamentality of the convention at issue to the proper functioning of the
constitutional state. For example, one might expect a more significant and sustained level of
public engagement to arise over the alleged breach of what Andrew Heard classifies as a
“fundamental” convention (e.g., the Governor General’s refusal to assent to a bill passed by
Parliament) than a “flexible” convention (e.g., the federal government’s implementation of a
policy measure without first consulting a province having overlapping subject matter
jurisdiction). 155 But flexible conventions are still conventions. Conventions are still rules that
form an important part of our constitutional fabric. A system of regulation that relies on
democratic accountability to enforce standards of behaviour cannot be successful if those
standards are insufficiently important to warrant its regulators’ attention. For at least this subset
of conventions unlikely to attract sufficient public interest to “call into account” political actors’
compliance, regulation through democratic accountability begins to look like no regulation at all.
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The Commissioner would assist the public by signaling particular instances of problematic
political behaviour, thus freeing the public of much of the worry of needing to detect and
identifying breaches of conventional norms. The public’s attention and engagement could thus
be reserved for cases where the Commissioner sees fit to “sound the alarm”.
4.4.3

Uncertain conventions: regionalism and the Supreme Court of Canada

A recent example in which the lack of an authoritative source for determining the scope and
content of constitutional conventions is found in the case of the Supreme Court of Canada
vacancy that arose in 2016 upon the announced retirement of Justice Thomas Cromwell. 156 By
convention, Justice Cromwell, who had been appointed from the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal,
would be succeeded by a jurist from Atlantic Canada (i.e., Newfoundland and Labrador, Prince
Edward Island, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia). 157 In announcing a new process for selecting
Supreme Court of Canada appointments, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau provoked controversy by
outlining an application process that was open to all “qualified, functionally bilingual
candidates” – including those from outside Atlantic Canada. 158 In particular, the stated criteria
were criticized for privileging functional bilingualism over regional diversity. Some
commentators suggested that the regional representation convention might be suspended in
favour of a broader notion of diversity and inclusion, such as by appointing Canada’s first
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indigenous member of the Court. 159 Meanwhile, the Atlantic Provinces Trial Lawyers
Association considered the appointment of a replacement from outside Atlantic Canada to be
unconstitutional. It commenced litigation in the Nova Scotia Supreme Court challenging the
government’s anticipated non-compliance with the regional representation convention. 160
Ultimately, Prime Minister Trudeau recommended the appointment of Justice Malcolm Rowe of
the Court of Appeal of Newfoundland and Labrador to replace Justice Cromwell on the Supreme
Court of Canada. 161 The convention calling for an appointment from Atlantic Canada was
accordingly left undisturbed. However, the uncertainty that pervaded public debate – and even
spawned a court challenge – prior to his appointment illustrates the lack of accessibility and
transparency of the regional representation convention itself.
Some commentators referred to the convention as a mandatory rule. They did so without
acknowledging – or perhaps even realizing – that not all conventions carry the same degree of
specificity and “bindingness”. As Andrew Heard points out, conventions vary in terms of the
importance or reason that lies behind them, the level of agreement on the principle behind them
and on their specific terms, how closely their content embodies their underlying principles, and
the degree to which they are supported by existing precedents. 162 With respect to the regional
representation convention, Heard classifies this as a “semi-rigid convention” based on the wide
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support for the existence of the rule and the important constitutional principle that compliance
with the rule protects while noting that agreement is lacking with respect to some of the rule’s
details. 163 The Atlantic Provinces Trial Lawyers Association’s constitutional challenge may have
therefore had difficulty establishing whether the convention at issue required an Atlantic Canada
“seat” occupied at all times or whether flexibility was permitted to promote other national
priorities such as bilingualism or reconciliation with First Nations, for example.
The appointment of a successor from Atlantic Canada may have obviated the short-term need to
resolve these questions, but the controversy leading up to Justice Rowe’s appointment calls into
question how the conventions surrounding the appointment of Supreme Court of Canada judges
would have been determined and enforced if the regional convention had not been clearly
respected. Suppose, for example, that instead of appointing a functionally bilingual judge from
Newfoundland and Labrador, the Prime Minister had instead recommended the appointment of
an Indigenous jurist from British Columbia, perhaps with the stated intention of returning to the
pool of Atlantic Canadian candidates in 2018 when Chief Justice Beverley McLachlin – whose
home province is British Columbia – faces mandatory retirement. Questions as to the legitimacy
and legality of Justice Cromwell’s successor might persist until the issue of conventional
compliance was resolved, potentially leaving the Supreme Court functionally lacking one of its
members in the interim. 164
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Litigation is an unsatisfactory method of adjudicating the scope and impact of the regional
representation convention. Such litigation would occur in one of at least three ways. First, a
challenge like the one brought by the Atlantic Provinces Trial Lawyers Association could
proceed at the instance of any interested party for a judicial determination. Second, a provincial
government could submit a reference question to its appellate court for a non-binding advisory
opinion. Finally, the federal government could refer the issue directly to the Supreme Court of
Canada for an advisory opinion. Only the first of these options can be invoked other than at
government’s initiative. Litigation advanced by non-governmental entities is also likely to take
the longest of these three options to finally resolve given the additional levels of appeal available
from a trial level decision. Privately brought litigation is also susceptible to challenge on grounds
of non-justiciability, jurisdiction and lack of standing.
With a Commissioner in place, however, the flexibility and scope of the regional representation
convention could have been articulated more clearly and at an earlier stage. If an Atlantic
Canadian judge was not the Prime Minister’s preferred choice, the Commissioner would have
played an integral role in assessing the legitimacy of an alternate appointment. Depending on the
Commissioner’s conclusions, he or she may have attempted to persuade the Prime Minister to
reconsider, followed by a public defence or criticism of the appointment. In a worst case
scenario, disaffected interest groups such as the Atlantic Provinces Trial Lawyers Association
would be in no worse a position in litigating the issue. Indeed, with a robust record of
justification (or criticism) generated by the Commissioner, judicial review of the appointment
would presumably be simplified and less resource-intensive for would-be litigants.

court. Justice Nadon, who had been appointed from the Federal Court of Appeal and was a former member of the
Quebec bar, met neither criterion.
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4.4.4

Populism and countermajoritarian constitutional principles

A further concern with relying on the electorate at large to enforce conventional norms is that
some conventions reflect a constitutional commitment to countermajoritarian principles. In
particular, several conventions directly reflect principles intended for the protection of minority
groups. 165 In every discrete situation in which political actors face a decision as to whether to
honour or disregard these minority-protecting conventional standards, the majority may be
willing to tolerate or even reward behaviour that violates conventions. Even a convention that is
facially neutral with respect to the protection of minorities – such as the fundamental convention
that prevents the Governor General from withholding assent to a bill approved by Parliament on
his or her own initiative – might be susceptible to populist passions where a vocal majority
opposes a law designed to improve conditions for an equality-seeking minority group.
Finally, in some situations the expectations reflected in constitutional conventions may be the
only identifiable safeguard against government action that violates constitutionalized bargains.
Many if not most provisions entrenched within Canada’s constitution require more than a simple
majority to modify, and in particular the general amending formula contemplates constitutional
change only with a substantial degree of provincial consent. Allowing the electorate to legitimize
half-hearted implementation of constitutional guarantees allows an end-run around the
constitutional amending formulas. A recent example of this risk materializing is former Prime
Minister Stephen Harper’s refusal to tender advice to the Governor General to allow the
appointment of Senators. As discussed in section 2.3, this refusal came at a time when a
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significant portion of the general population was critical of the continued existence of the Senate,
yet where popular support was insufficient to satisfy the constitutional requirements of
formalizing the reform or abolition of the Senate. The practical effect of his refusal to tender
advice was the suspension of express constitutional provisions (i.e., those requiring the Governor
General to fill Senate vacancies when they happen, those guaranteeing each province a specific
level of Senate representation).
The Commissioner would mitigate the risk of this sort of majoritarian tyranny by providing
counterbalancing advocacy in support of the commonly held foundational principles underlying
each convention. Moral suasion might, in some cases, shift public support in a way that promotes
congruence between conventions and actual political behaviour. Alternatively, the
Commissioner’s recording and reporting roles could serve to legitimize a thoughtful and
deliberate modification of rules to more closely reflect public will.
4.4.5

Accessibility and the modification of conventions

The Jennings test proposes criteria for establishing a constitutional convention but offers no
authoritative mechanism for determining whether those criteria have been met. Joseph Jaconelli
laments that despite the Jennings’ test focus on reasons for a rule and the goodness of those
reasons being potentially sufficient to ground a convention in a single precedent, “[n]o guidance,
unfortunately, is provided as to how to appraise the goodness of the reasons that might be
proffered.” 166 Reasonable people can disagree about whether the preconditions set out in the
Jennings test have been met. This adds a layer of uncertainty as to whether in any particular set
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of circumstances a convention has been breached. In the absence of an external enforcement
mechanism, this uncertainty may seem academic since there may be no significant sanction
applied even if a political actor’s behaviour breaches a convention. According to Dicey, the
ultimate sanction for breach of convention was the risk of a loss of confidence of the House of
Commons and, in turn, the forfeiture of the right to govern. Dicey argued that the conventional
code of political morality is “merely a body of maxims meant to secure respect for the principle
of “obedience by all persons to the deliberately expressed will of the House of Commons” and,
ultimately, “the will of the nation as expressed through Parliament”. 167
In the absence of a formal authoritative enforcement mechanism (e.g., a judicial fact-finding
process or an appointed Constitutional Conventions Commissioner), the ability of political actors
to modify the scope of constitutional conventions over time poses accessibility concerns. This is
because the Jennings test defines conventions by reference to a string of precedents and a history
of political actors considering themselves bound by each rule. It is impossible to identify with
precision specifically which political actors are accountable for having made a “change” to a
conventional rule.
A simple thought experiment illustrates the point. Take, for example, the convention permitting
an incumbent Prime Minister to test the confidence of a newly elected House of Commons even
in the absence of securing a majority of seats for his or her own party. If a constitutional change
were desired requiring that the leader of the political party with a plurality of seats be given the
first opportunity to form a government, a formal constitutional amendment would minimally
require resolutions of the House of Commons and Senate. If the amendment is interpreted to
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involve a change to the Office of the Governor General (insofar as it modifies the powers and
duties of the Governor General), it would require unanimous consent of Parliament and all
provinces in accordance with s. 41(a) of the Constitution Act, 1982. 168 If the amendment is read
as merely involving a change “in relation to the executive government of Canada or the Senate
and House of Commons”, it could be authorized by Parliament acting alone. In all cases,
constitutional change requires parliamentary approval. This approval is documented and openly
debated. The fact of the amendment, when it became effective, and who supported or opposed it
would be a matter of public record. Supporters and dissenters would be accountable for their
policy preferences and could be held accountable for their positions if inconsistent with voters’
wishes.
Alternatively, the constitutional conventions surrounding the selection of a Prime Minister could
be modified over time to constrain the Governor General’s discretion such that his or her
appointment would be limited to choosing the leader of the party having a plurality of seats in
the newly elected House of Commons. A stated virtue of conventions is their inherent flexibility
to adapt to changing political circumstances and attitudes. But how, in practice, would this
flexibility be manifested?
Andrew Heard identifies two examples of incumbent Prime Ministers “waiving” their
conventional right to test the confidence of a newly elected House of Commons and, as a
consequence, permitting the leader of the party with a plurality to form government. During the
2015 federal election campaign, leaders of all three major political parties espoused the view that
a government should be formed by the party having a plurality of seats – even if not a majority.
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If taken at face value, this could be interpreted as a pre-emptive waiving of the conventional
right just described by Stephen Harper, who as outgoing Prime Minister, would have otherwise
had a right by constitutional convention to first test the newly elected House’s confidence even if
his Conservative Party of Canada did not form a majority following the election.
As events actually unfolded, the Liberal Party of Canada formed a majority in the newly elected
House of Commons, such that Mr. Harper’s concession of defeat was all but guaranteed. In an
alternate scenario, however, if the Liberal Party had secured a plurality of Members of
Parliament with the New Democratic Party winning the second greater number of seats and Mr.
Harper’s Conservative Party being the “third place” party, there would have been no legal
consequences had Mr. Harper resiled from his earlier statements and invoked his conventional
right to test the confidence of the newly elected House of Commons. Instead, he would have
risked the political consequences, firstly, of changing his position, and secondly of being seen as
desperately clinging to power in the face of a potential defeat in the House of Commons.
In the alternate scenario just described, one might have argued that Mr. Harper’s refusal to
concede defeat in the absence of having secured a plurality of seats in the House of Commons
violated a constitutional convention. Proponents of such an argument could have referred to the
“string of precedents” reflected in the behaviour of Pierre Trudeau in 1979 and of Paul Martin in
2006, and indeed in the statements of all major party leaders including former Prime Minister
Harper during the 2015 election campaign. Less clear would be whether the second part of the
Jennings test was satisfied, namely whether each of these political actors considered themselves
“bound” by the alleged rule. It could be argued, for example, that Pierre Trudeau and Paul
Martin simply deferred to their sense of political reality by accepting the clear will of the nation
and conceding defeat even though either or both of them still believed themselves able, by
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convention, to insist on a right to test the confidence of each newly elected House of Commons.
That is, the fact that each conceded defeat in the face of another party enjoying a plurality of
seats in the House does not necessarily indicate that they considered them bound by convention
to do so.
4.5

CONCLUSION

Constitutional conventions are rules of political morality that develop over time and are
recognized by political actors as being binding upon them. Unlike legal rules, however, they are
not presently enforceable by the courts. Canadian courts have, however, demonstrated a
willingness to consider adjudicating issues pertaining to constitutional conventions where the
question before the courts contains a sufficient legal component and enforcement of those
conventions remains exclusively within the political realm. The current framework for
determining, recognizing and enforcing constitutional conventions poses challenges for
accountability. Conventions, the scope of which requires a nuanced historical analysis to
determine, lack transparency. The difficulty in determining when political behaviour does and
does not conflict with established conventions, all of which exist to support important
constitutional principles, contributes to the risk of non-congruence.
Accountability for compliance with constitutional conventions can be enhanced by establishing
an independent officer of Parliament responsible for inquiring into and reporting on whether
present or proposed political behaviour is congruent with the principles embedded in established
constitutional conventions, and for observing and recording day-to-day political behaviour
relevant to the maintenance and development of conventions generally. This parliamentary
officer would bring his or her expertise to bear by “auditing” political actions for consistency
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with conventional standards and influencing political actors – and the public at large. The
Commissioner would report on instances of compliance and non-compliance. A further
mechanism for referring conventional issues to the Federal Court, either at the instance of the
Commissioner or an interested party, would add a further layer of oversight that facilitates
participation by third party public interest groups and produces a determinative resolution of
conventional controversies while remaining subject to legislative override by Parliament in cases
where the courts’ interpretation of a convention’s scope or requirements are fundamentally
inconsistent with the public’s expectations.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
Conventions form one of several aspects of Canada’s Constitution, which in its totality is
expressly declared to be “the supreme law of Canada”. Its paramountcy is significant: it can be
applied to invalidate positive laws enacted by elected representatives. Classical constitutional
theorists who have heavily influenced Canadian jurisprudence in this area believed that the study
of conventions had no place in the lawyer’s toolkit. They feared the unnecessary obfuscation of
precedents, preferring instead straightforward common sense principles. Conventions, however,
are far from straightforward in their application.
This thesis opened by reflecting on a live and recent example of a constitutional controversy with
no apparent mechanism for resolution. The Prime Minister’s refusal to appoint Senators to fill a
historically unprecedented number of vacancies in Parliament’s upper chamber evaded
resolution, in part, because it involved a matter of constitutional convention. The Governor
General’s formal duty to appoint Senators was constrained by the constitutional convention that
holds that appointments only occur on the advice of the Prime Minister. With the Prime Minister
withholding the required advice, the Senate vacancies remained unfilled indefinitely.
Because classical constitutional theory and Canadian jurisprudence holds that courts cannot
enforce constitutional conventions, public law litigation aimed at seeking a declaration from the
courts as to the Prime Minister’s obligations was an uncertain venture. Given the passage of
time, the actual litigation brought to determine the issue was made moot following a change of
government and its policy on filling Senate vacancies. The delay and other challenges
encountered in the Senate vacancies litigation illustrates the sub-optimality of relying on
litigation to address disputes touching on convention. Unless the federal or a provincial
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government refer such an issue to the courts for an advisory opinion, litigation requires a private
party to mount a challenge. This state of affairs unreasonably demands effort, time and resources
from private sources for a prototypically public benefit. Litigation also lacks expediency. As the
Senate vacancies case illustrates, the factual circumstances giving rise to a dispute involving
conventions can change significantly before a judicial decision is made.
In chapter three, I described the existing treatment of constitutional conventions under Canadian
law. Conventions vary in terms of their rigidity and the extent to which they are fundamental to
the operation of government. In all cases, however, Canadian law treats conventions as
enforceable exclusively within the political realm. Watertight compartmentalization separates
legal rules from conventional rules in this regard. Still, the courts have demonstrated a
willingness to determine the existence and scope of particular conventions while maintaining a
barrier between their recognition and enforcement of such conventions. This warrants revisiting.
Just as the common law has evolved to break down previous dichotomies between law and
equity, the justiciability of prerogative versus statutory powers, and written versus unwritten
constitutional principles, so too should Canadian law adapt to incorporate conventions as part of
an exhaustive constitutional law framework.
In chapter four, I proposed a framework for a new Commissioner role that would serve as a
permanent observer of political behaviour and draw public attention to assessed instances of noncompliance with constitutional conventions. The current state of enforcement for conventions
relies too much on an informed and engaged citizenry. This, in turn, undermines accountability.
A freestanding permanent Commissioner with expertise in constitutional conventions and a
mandate to observe, record and call attention to political behaviour alleged to conflict with
conventional norms would mitigate conventions’ lack of accessibility and transparency.
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A robust regulatory framework for enforcing constitutional conventions likely draws on a variety
of measures within its toolkit. Litigation, on its own, is prone to delays and disincentives for
would-be challengers of allegedly non-compliant political behaviour. Unlike other existing
mechanisms it forces a response and thus provides at least a rudimentary method of calling
political actors to account outside of the political realm itself. A better solution is to entrench the
appointment of an expert Commissioner with a mandate to gather data, analyze their impact on
the formation and scope of constitutional conventions, and help make political actors
accountable for compliance with them. The courts may still be called upon to adjudicate claims
involving conventions, whether by way of judicial review of the Commissioner’s findings or
references from the Commissioner to the Court on particular issues. For this, the courts will need
to rethink their historical discomfort with deciding cases involving conventions. That discomfort,
I have argued, is misplaced and inconsistent with other developments in Canadian law.
A world in which a full-time expert familiar with the nuances of constitutional conventions and
unprecedented access to political actors for data-gathering purposes has a platform for educating
Canadians and direct access to the courts is perhaps naïve. It assumes a society in which respect
for constitutional conventions exists on the same plane as respect for the rule of law and
constitutionalism generally. It would also be a society in which accountability for compliance
with conventions was greatly enhanced over the status quo.
I conclude by returning to the fact pattern that inspired this thesis. How would the situation
involving Prime Minister’s moratorium on Senate appointments have been resolved differently if
this thesis’ proposals were implemented? A Constitutional Conventions Commissioner may
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likely have obviated the need for litigation by providing clarity about the Prime Minister’s role in
providing advice to the Governor General regarding Senate appointments, and the Governor
General’s options in the absence of timely advice from the Prime Minister. An authoritative and
trusted voice may have neutered Mr. Harper’s ability to claim, as he did, that he had complete
discretion “to appoint or not appoint” as he saw fit. Criticism from the Commissioner may not
have changed Mr. Harper’s behaviour, however. The issue may still have proceeded through the
courts. If so, a streamlined reference procedure uniquely available to the Commissioner would
have made it more expeditious. Issues of standing, jurisdiction and justiciability would not have
presented as procedural obstacles to overcome. Of course, a definitive answer from the courts
may not have arrived before the 2015 general election, and may never have arrived at all after the
change in government that followed. In the final analysis, incorporating conventions as part of
Canada’s constitutional law framework and bolstering the regulatory regime with the addition of
a Commissioner may not be a panacea for all the challenges currently faced with enforcing
conventions. Compared to the current state of affairs, however, implementing these solutions
would be a boon for accountability.
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